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Abstract

Using an approach based on the heat kernel we prove an Atiyah-Bott-Lefschetz the-
orem for the L2−Lefschetz numbers associated to an elliptic complex of cone differential
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Introduction

The Atiyah-Bott-Lefschetz theorem for elliptic complexes, see [2], is a landmark of elliptic
theory on closed manifold. After its publication in 1969, several papers have been devoted
to this theorem, to explore its applications, to investigate new approaches to its proof and
to find some generalizations. For example in [3] the authors use their first paper to explore
applications to the classical elliptic complexes arising in differential geometry; in [7], [18], [24],
[25] and [31] the heat kernel approach is developed, while in [6] an approach using probabilistic
methods is employed. In [8], [29], [30] [34],[35], [37] and [38] the Atiyah-Bott-Lefschetz theorem
is extended to some kind of manifolds that are not closed: for example [29] is devoted to the
case of elliptic conic operators on manifold with conical singularities, in [34] the case of a
manifold with cylindrical ends is studied and in [35] the case of a complex of Hecke operators
over an arithmetic variety is studied. In particular the use of the heat kernel turned out to
be a powerful tool in order to get alternative proofs and extensions of the theorem. Since the
heat kernel associated to a conic operator has been intensively studied in the last thirty years,
e.g. [10], [11] [12], [13], [15],[26] and [28], it is interesting to explore its applications in this
context as well, that is to prove an Atiyah-Bott-Lefschetz theorem over a manifold with conical
singularities using the heat kernel. This is precisely the goal of this paper.
Our geometric framework is the following: given a compact and orientable manifold with
isolated conical singularities X, we consider over its regular part, reg(X) (usually labeled M),
a complex of elliptic conic differential operators:

0→ C∞c (M,E0)
P0→ C∞c (M,E1)

P1→ ...
Pn−1→ C∞c (M,En)

Pn→ 0 (1)

and a geometric endomorphism T = (T0, ..., Tn) of the complex, that is for each i = 0, .., n, Ti =
φi ◦ f∗ where f : X → X is an isomorphism and φi : f∗Ei → Ei is a bundle homomorphism.
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Using a conic metric over M we associate to (1) two Hilbert complexes (L2(M,Ei), Pmax/min,i)
and then, as first step, we recall the following important property:

• The cohomology groups of (L2(M,Ei), Pmax/min,i) are finite dimensional.

This result follows directly from the Fredholm property of elliptic cone operators, see [26] Prop.
1.3.16 or [17] Prop. 3.14.
Afterwards assuming that f satisfies the following condition:

f : M →M is a diffeomorphism

(where M is a manifold with boundary which desingularizes X, see Prop. 6, and f is supposed
to admit an extension on the whole M), we prove that:

• Each Ti extends to a bounded map acting on L2(M,Ei) such that (Ti+1◦Pmax/min,i)(s) =
(Pmax/min,i ◦ Ti)(s) for each s ∈ D(Pmax/min,,i).

In this way we can associate to T and (1) two L2−Lefschetz numbers L2,max/min(T ) defined
as

L2,max/min(T ) :=

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(T ∗i : Hi
2,max/min(M,Ei)→ Hi

2,max/min(M,Ei)) (2)

Subsequently, using the operators Pi := P ti ◦Pi+Pi−1◦P ti−1, its absolute and relative extension
and the fact that respective heat operators e−tPabs/rel,i : L2(M,Ei)→ L2(M,Ei) are trace-class
operators we prove the following results:

• L2,max/min(T ) =
∑n
i=0(−1)i Tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i) for every t > 0.

After this, to improve the above formula, we require some particular properties about f ;
more precisely we require that:

• f fixes each singular point of X.

• Fix(f), the fixed points of f , is made only by simple fixed points.

The second requirement means that if f(q) = q and q ∈ M then the diagonal of M ×M is
transverse to the graph on f in (q, q) while if f(q) = q and q ∈ sing(X) then it means the
following: over a neighborhood Uq of q, Uq ∼= C2(Lq) the cone over Lq, f takes clearly the form

f(r, p) = (rA(r, p), B(r, p)). (3)

(We make the additional assumption that A(r, p) : [0, 1)×Lq → [0, 1) and B(r, p) : [0, 1)×Lq →
Lq are smooth up to zero). Then we will say that the fixed point is a simple fixed point if for
each p ∈ Lq at least one of the following conditions is satisfied (for more details see Definition
15):

1. A(0, p) 6= 1.

2. B(0, p) 6= p.

Under this conditions, we prove the formula below:

L2,max/min(T ) = lim
t→0

(
∑

q∈Fix(f)

n∑
i=0

(−1)i
∫
Uq

tr(φi ◦ kabs/rel,i(t, f(x), x))dvolg)

where φi ◦kabs/rel,i(t, f(x), x) is the smooth kernel of Ti ◦e−tPabs/rel,i and Uq is a neighborhood
of q (obviously when q ∈ sing(X) then we mean the regular part of Uq). Moreover under some
additional hypothesis, in particular that (3) modifies in the following way:

f(r, p) = (rA(p), B(p)) (4)

we prove the following formulas, (see Theorem 7), which are the main result of the paper :

L2,max/min(T ) =
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩M

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(φi)

|det(Id− dq(f))|
+

∑
q∈sing(X)

n∑
i=0

(−1)iζTi,q(Pabs/rel,i)(0) (5)
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ζTi,q(Pabs/rel,i)(0) =
1

2ν

∫ ∞
0

dx

x

∫
Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−xPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolh. (6)

Finally, in the last part of the paper, we apply the previous results to the de Rham com-
plex. We get an analytic construction of the Lefschetz numbers arising in intersection coho-
mology and a topological interpretation of the contributions given by the singular points to
the L2−Lefschetz numbers. In particular, under suitable conditions, we prove the following
formula:

ImL(f) = L2,max(T ) =
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩reg(X)

sgn det(Id− dqf)+ (7)

+
∑

q∈sing(X)

∑
i<m+1

2

(−1)i Tr(B∗ : Hi(Lq)→ Hi(Lq))

where ImL(f) is the intersection Lefschetz number arising in intersection cohomology, T is the
endomorphism of (L2Ωi(M, g), dmax,i) induced by f and B is the diffeomorphism of the link
Lq such that, in a neighborhood of q, f satisfies (4). In particular from (7) we get:

m+1∑
i=0

(−1)iζTi,q(∆abs,i)(0) =
∑

i<m+1
2

(−1)i Tr(B∗ : Hi(Lq)→ Hi(Lq)). (8)

As recalled at the beginning of the introduction also [29] is devoted to the Atiyah-Bott-Lefschetz
theorem on manifold with conical singularities. Anyway there are some substantial differences
between our paper and [29]: the notion of ellipticity used there, which is taken from [33], is
stronger than that one used in this paper; in particular the de Rham complex is not elliptic
for the definition given in [33]. Moreover the complexes considered in [29] are complexes of
weighted Sobolev space while our complexes are Hilbert complexes of unbounded operator
defined on some natural extensions of their core domain; finally also the techniques used are
different because we use the heat kernel while in [29] the existence of a parametrix of an elliptic
cone operator is used. Some results of this paper are also close to results proved in [26]: indeed
in [26] the heat kernel is studied in an equivariant situation and an equivariant index theorem
is proved (see Corollary 2.4.7 ). Also in this case there are some relevant differences: the Lie
group G acting in [26] is a compact Lie group of isometry, while in our work we just require
that the map f is a diffeomorphism. Moreover the non degeneracy conditions that we require
on the fixed point of f led us to different formulas to those stated in [26]. On the other hand,
for the geometric endomorphisms considered in [26], that is those induced by isometries g lying
in a compact Lie group G, the formula obtained by Lesch applies to a more general case than
the ours because in his work there are not assumptions on the fixed points set while in our
work there are.
Moreover, as recalled above, the last part of this paper contains several applications to the de
Rham complex which are not mentioned in the other papers.

Acknowledgment. I wish to thank Paolo Piazza for having suggested this subject, for his
help and for many helpful discussions. I wish also to thank Pierre Albin for having invited me to
spend the months of March and April 2012 at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
and for many interesting discussions.

1 Background

1.1 Hilbert complexes

In this first subsection we recall briefly the notion of Hilbert complex and how it appears in
riemannian geometry. We refer to [9] for a thorough discussion about this subject.
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Definition 1. A Hilbert complex is a complex, (H∗, D∗) of the form:

0→ H0
D0→ H1

D1→ H2
D2→ ...

Dn−1→ Hn → 0, (9)

where each Hi is a separable Hilbert space and each map Di is a closed operator called the
differential such that:

1. D(Di), the domain of Di, is dense in Hi.

2. ran(Di) ⊂ D(Di+1).

3. Di+1 ◦Di = 0 for all i.

The cohomology groups of the complex are Hi(H∗, D∗) := Ker(Di)/ran(Di−1). If the
groups Hi(H∗, D∗) are all finite dimensional we say that it is a Fredholm complex.

Given a Hilbert complex there is a dual Hilbert complex

0← H0
D∗0← H1

D∗1← H2
D∗2← ...

D∗n−1← Hn ← 0, (10)

defined using D∗i : Hi+1 → Hi, the Hilbert space adjoints of the differentials
Di : Hi → Hi+1. The cohomology groups of (Hj , (Dj)

∗), the dual Hilbert complex, are

Hi(Hj , (Dj)
∗) := Ker(D∗n−i−1)/ran(D∗n−i).

For all i there is also a laplacian ∆i = D∗iDi + Di−1D
∗
i−1 which is a self-adjoint operator on

Hi with domain

D(∆i) = {v ∈ D(Di) ∩ D(D∗i−1) : Div ∈ D(D∗i ), D∗i−1v ∈ D(Di−1)} (11)

and nullspace:
Hi(H∗, D∗) := ker(∆i) = Ker(Di) ∩Ker(D∗i−1). (12)

The following propositions are standard results for these complexes. The first result is a
weak Kodaira decomposition:

Proposition 1. [[9], Lemma 2.1] Let (Hi, Di) be a Hilbert complex and (Hi, (Di)
∗) its dual

complex, then:
Hi = Hi ⊕ ran(Di−1)⊕ ran(D∗i ).

The reduced cohomology groups of the complex are:

H
i
(H∗, D∗) := Ker(Di)/(ran(Di−1)).

By the above proposition there is a pair of weak de Rham isomorphism theorems:{
Hi(H∗, D∗) ∼= H

i
(H∗, D∗)

Hi(H∗, D∗) ∼= H
n−i

(H∗, (D∗)
∗)

(13)

where in the second case we mean the cohomology of the dual Hilbert complex.
The complex (H∗, D∗) is said weak Fredholm if Hi(H∗, D∗) is finite dimensional for each i. By
the next propositions it follows immediately that each Fredholm complex is a weak Fredholm
complex.

Proposition 2. [[9], Corollary 2.5] If the cohomology of a Hilbert complex (H∗, D∗) is finite
dimensional then, for all i, ran(Di−1) is closed and Hi(H∗, D∗) ∼= Hi(H∗, D∗).

Proposition 3 ([9], Corollary 2.6). A Hilbert complex (Hj , Dj), j = 0, ..., n is a Fredholm
complex (weak Fredholm) if and only if its dual complex, (Hj , D

∗
j ), is Fredholm (weak Fredholm).

If it is Fredholm then

Hi(Hj , Dj) ∼= Hi(Hj , Dj) ∼= Hn−i(Hj , (Dj)
∗) ∼= Hn−i(Hj , (Dj)

∗). (14)

Analogously in the the weak Fredholm case we have:

Hi(Hj , Dj) ∼= Hi(Hj , Dj) ∼= Hn−i(Hj , (Dj)
∗) ∼= Hn−i(Hj , (Dj)

∗). (15)
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Proposition 4. A Hilbert complex (Hj , Dj), j = 0, ..., n is a Fredholm complex if and only if
for each i the operator ∆i defined in (11) is a Fredholm operator on its domain endowed with
the graph norm.

Proof. See [33], Lemma 1 pag 203.

Now we recall another result which shows that it is possible to compute the cohomology
groups of an Hilbert complex using a core subcomplex

D∞(Hi) ⊂ Hi.

For all i we define D∞(Hi) as consisting of all elements η that are in the domain of ∆l
i for all

l ≥ 0.

Proposition 5 ([9], Theorem 2.12). The complex (D∞(Hi), Di) is a subcomplex quasi-isomorphic
to the complex (Hi, Di)

As it is well known, riemannian geometry offers a framework in which Hilbert and (some-
times) Fredholm complexes can be built in a natural way. The rest of this subsection is devoted
to recall these constructions.
Let (M, g) be an open and oriented riemannian manifold of dimension m and let E0, ..., En be
vector bundles over M . For each i = 0, ..., n let C∞c (M,Ei) be the space of smooth section with
compact support. If we put on each vector bundle a metric hi i = 0, ..., n the we can construct
in a natural way a sequences of Hilbert space L2(M,Ei), i = 0, ..., n as the completion of
C∞c (M,Ei). Now suppose that we have a complex of differential operators :

0→ C∞c (M,E0)
P0→ C∞c (M,E1)

P1→ C∞c (M,E2)
P2→ ...

Pn−1→ C∞c (M,En)→ 0, (16)

To turn this complex into a Hilbert complex we must specify a closed extension of P∗ that is
an operator between L2(M,E∗) and L2(M,E∗+1) with closed graph which is an extension of
P∗. We start recalling the two canonical closed extensions of P .

Definition 2. The maximal extension Pmax; this is the operator acting on the domain:

D(Pmax,i) = {ω ∈ L2(M,Ei) : ∃ η ∈ L2(M,Ei+1) (17)

s.t. < ω, P ti ζ >L2(M,Ei)=< η, ζ >L2(M,Ei+1) ∀ ζ ∈ C∞0 (M,Ei+1)}

where P ti is the formal adjoint of Pi.
In this case Pmax,iω = η. In other words D(Pmax,i) is the largest set of forms ω ∈ L2(M,Ei)

such that Piω, computed distributionally, is also in L2(M,Ei+1).

Definition 3. The minimal extension Pmin,i; this is given by the graph closure of Pi on
C∞0 (M,Ei) respect to the norm of L2(M,Ei), that is,

D(Pmin,i) = {ω ∈ L2(M,Ei) : ∃ {ωj}j∈J ⊂ C∞0 (M,Ei), ωj → ω, Piωj → η ∈ L2(M,Ei+1)}
(18)

and in this case Pmin,iω = η

Obviously D(Pmin,i) ⊂ D(Pmax,i). Furthermore, from these definitions, it follows immedi-
ately that

Pmin,i(D(Pmin,i)) ⊂ D(Pmin,i+1), Pmin,i+1 ◦ Pmin,i = 0

and that
Pmax,i(D(Pmax,i)) ⊂ D(Pmax,i+1), Pmax,i+1 ◦ Pmax,i = 0.

Therefore (L2(M,E∗), Pmax/min,∗) are both Hilbert complexes and their cohomology groups,
respectively reduced cohomology groups, are denoted respectively by Hi

2,max/min(M,E∗) and

H
i

2,max/min(M,E∗).
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Another straightforward but important fact is that the Hilbert complex adjoint of
(L2(M,E∗), Pmax/min,∗) is (L2(M,E∗), P

t
min/max,∗), that is

(Pmax,i)
∗ = P tmin,i, (Pmin,i)

∗ = P tmax,i. (19)

Using Proposition 1 we obtain two weak Kodaira decompositions:

L2(M,Ei) = Hiabs/rel(M,Ei)⊕ ran(Pmax/min,i−1)⊕ ran(P tmin/max,i) (20)

with summands mutually orthogonal in each case. For the first summand on the right, called
the absolute or relative Hodge cohomology, we have by (12):

Hiabs/rel(M,E∗) = Ker(Pmax/min,i) ∩Ker(P tmin/max,i−1). (21)

We can also consider the two natural laplacians associated to these Hilbert complexes, that is
for each i

Pabs,i := P tmin,i ◦ Pmax,i + Pmax,i−1 ◦ P tmin,i−1 (22)

and
Prel,i := P tmax,i ◦ Pmin,i + Pmin,i−1 ◦ P tmax,i−1 (23)

with domain described in (11). Using (12) and (13) it follows that the nullspace of (22) is
isomorphic to the absolute Hodge cohomology which is in turn isomorphic to the reduced
cohomology of the Hilbert complex (L2(M,E∗), Pmax,∗). Analogously, using again (12) and
(13), it follows that the nullspace of (23) is isomorphic to the relative Hodge cohomology which
is in turn isomorphic to the reduced cohomology of the Hilbert complex (L2(M,E∗), Pmin,∗).
Finally we recall that we can define other two Hodge cohomology groups Himax/min(M,E∗)
defined as

Himax/min(M,E∗) = Ker(Pmax/min,i) ∩Ker(P tmax/min,i−1). (24)

1.2 Manifolds with conical singularities and differential cone opera-
tors

Definition 4. Let L an open manifold. The cone over L, usually labeled C(L), is the topological
space defined as

L× [0,∞)/({0} × L). (25)

The truncated cone, usually labeled Ca(L), is defined as

L× [0, a)/({0} × L). (26)

Finally with Ca(L) we mean
L× [0, a]/({0} × L). (27)

In both the above cases, with v, we will label the vertex of the cone or the truncated cone, that
is C(L)− (L× (0,∞)), Ca(L)− (L× (0, a)) and Ca(L)− (L× (0, a]) respectively.

Definition 5. A manifold with conical singularities X is a metrizable, locally compact, Haus-
dorff space such that there exists a sequence of points {p1, ..., pn, ...} ⊂ X which satisfies the
following properties:

1. X − {p1, ..., pn, ...} is a smooth open manifold.

2. For each pi there exist an open neighborhood Upi , a closed manifold Lpi and a map
χpi : Upi → C2(Lpi) such that χpi(pi) = v and χpi |Upi−{pi} : Upi − {pi} → Lpi × (0, 2) is
a diffeomorphism.

The regular and the singular part of X are defined as

sing(X) = {p1, ..., pn, ...}, reg(X) := X − sing(X) = X − {p1, ..., pn, ...}.

The singular points pi are usually called conical points and the smooth closed manifold Lpi is
usually called the link relative to the point pi. If X is compact then it is clear, from the above
definition, that the sequences of conical points {p1, ..., pn, ...} is made of isolated points and
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therefore on X there are just a finite number of conical points.
A manifold with conical singularities is a particular case of a compact smoothly stratified pseu-
domanifold; more precisely it is a compact smoothly stratified pseudomanifold with depth 1
and with the singular set made of a sequence of isolated points. Since in this paper we will work
exclusively with compact manifolds with conical singularities we prefer to omit the definition
of smoothly compact stratified pseudomanifold and the notions related to it and refer to [1]
for a thorough discussion on this subject.

Remark 1. Let X be a compact manifold with one conical singularity p and let Lp its link; it
follows from Definition 5 that we can decompose X as

X ∼= Y ∪Lp C1(Lp)

where Y is a compact manifold with boundary defined as X − χ−1
p (C1(Lp)). Obviously this

decomposition generalizes in a natural way when X has several conical points. As we will see
in one of the following sections this decomposition is the starting point to study the heat kernel
on X and we will use it to calculate the contribution given by the conical points to the Lefschetz
number of some geometric endomorphisms.

Now we recall from [1] a particular case, which is suitable for our purpose, of an important
result which describe a blowup process to resolve the singularities of a compact smoothly
stratified pseudomanifold.

Proposition 6. Let X be a compact manifold with conical singularities. Then there exists
a manifold with boundary M and a blow-down map β : M → X which has the following
properties:

1. β|M : M → reg(X), where M is the interior of M , is a diffeomorphsim.

2. If N is a connected component of ∂M and if U ∼= N × [0, 1) is a collar neighborhood of
N then β(U) = N × [0, 1)/(N × {0}). In particular β(N) = p where p is a conical point
of X and N becomes one of the connected components of the link of p.

3. If for each conical point pi the relative link Lpi is connected, then there is a bijection
between the conical points of X and the connected components of ∂M.

Proof. See [1], Proposition 2.5.

Now we introduce a class of natural riemannian metrics on these spaces.

Definition 6. Let X be a manifold with conical singularities. A conic metric g on reg(X)
is riemannian metric with the following property: for each conical point pi there exists a map
χpi , as defined in Definition 5, such that

(φ−1
pi )∗(g|Upi ) = dr2 + r2hLpi(r) (28)

where hLpi(r) depends smoothly on r up to 0 and for each fixed r ∈ [0, 1) it is a riemannian
metric on Lpi . Analogously, if M is manifold with boundary and M is its interior part, then g
is a conic metric on M if it is a smooth, symmetric section of T ∗M ⊗ T ∗M , degenerate over
the boundary, such that over a collar neighborhood U of ∂M , g satisfies (28) with respect to
some diffeomorphism χ : U → [0, 1)× ∂M.

The next step is to recall the notion of differential cone operator and its main properties.
Before to proceed we introduce some notations that we will use steadily through the paper.
Given an open manifold M and two vector bundles E,F over it, with Diffn(M,E,F ), n ∈ N,
we will label the space of differential operator P : C∞c (M,E)→ C∞c (M,F ) of order n. Given
M , a manifold with boundary, we will label with N the boundary of M and with M the interior
part of M . Given a vector bundle E over M , with EN we mean the restriction of E on N .
Finally each metric ρ over E (riemannian if E is real or hermitian if E is complex) is assumed
to be a non degenerate metric up to the boundary. The next definition is taken from [26]:
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Definition 7. Let M be a manifold with boundary N = ∂M . Let E,F be two vector bundles
on M . Let UN be a collar neighborhood of N , UN ∼= [0, ε) × N and let UN = UN − N .
A differential cone operator of order µ ∈ N and weight ν > 0 is a differential operator P :
C∞c (M,E)→ C∞c (M,F ) such that on UN it takes the form:

P |UN = x−ν
µ∑
i=0

Ak(−x ∂

∂x
)k (29)

where Ak ∈ C∞([0, ε),Diffµ−k(N,EN , FN )) and x is the coordinate on [0, ε) . As in [26] we
will label with Diffµ,ν0 (M,E,F ) the space of differential cone operators between the bundles E
and F .

Now we explain what we mean by differential cone operator on a manifold X with conical
singularities. In the previous definition we recalled the notion of differential cone operator
acting on the smooth sections with compact support of two vector bundles E,F defined on
a manifold M with boundary. In Proposition 6, given a manifold with conical singularities
X, we stated the existence of a manifold with boundary M endowed with a blow down map
β : M → X which desingularizes X. Therefore given two vector bundles E,F on reg(X)
and P ∈ Diff(reg(X), E, F ) we will say that P is a differential cone operators if the following
properties are satisfied:

1. β∗(E), β∗(F ) that are vector bundles on M , the interior of M , extend as smooth vector
bundles over the whole M . In the same way, if E and F are endowed with metrics ρ1

and ρ2 then β∗ρ1 and β∗ρ2 extend as non degenerate metric up to the boundary of M.

2. The differential operator induced by P through β between C∞c (M,β∗E, β∗F ) is a differ-
ential cone operator in the sense of Definition 7.

In the rest of the paper, with a slight abuse of notation, we will identify M with reg(X), E with
β∗E, F with β∗F and P with the operator that it induces through β between C∞c (M,β∗E, β∗F ).

Remark 2. We can reformulate Definition 7 in the following way: P is differential cone opera-
tor of order µ and weight ν if and only if xνP is a b−differential operator of order µ in the sense
of Melrose. For the definition of b−operator and the full development of this subject we refer
to the monograph [27]. Using this approach we have Diffµ,ν0 (M,E,F ) = x−ν Diffµb (M,E,F ).
This last point of view is used for example in [17] .

Now we introduce the notion of ellipticity:

Definition 8. Let M be a manifold with boundary and let E,F be two vector bundles over M .
Let P ∈ Diffµ,ν0 (M,E,F ) and let σµ(P ) be its principal symbol. Then P is called elliptic if it
is elliptic on M in the usual sense and if

xνσµ(P )(x, p, x−1τ, ξ) (30)

is invertible for (x, p) ∈ [0, ε)×N and (τ, ξ) ∈ T ∗M − {0}, ξ ∈ T ∗p (N).

In the above definition there is implicit the natural identification of T ∗M |[0,ε)×N with
R× T ∗N .

Definition 9. Let M,E,F and P be as in the previous definition. The conormal symbol of
P , as defined in [26], is the family of differential operators, acting between C∞(N,EN , FN ),
defined as

σµ,νM (P )(z) :=

µ∑
k=0

Ak(0)zk (31)

Now we make some further comments about the notion of ellipticity introduced in Definition
8. The requirement (30) in Definition 8 means that

µ∑
k=0

σµ−k(Ak(x))((p, ξ))σk((−x ∂

∂x
)k)(x, x−1τ) =

µ∑
k=0

σµ−k(Ak(x))((p, ξ))(−iτ)k
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is invertible. On M this is covered by classical ellipticity and for x = 0 it is equivalent to require
that (31) is a parameter dependent elliptic family of differential operators with parameters in
iR.
Using again the b framework of Melrose, Definition 8 is equivalent to say that the b−principal
symbol of P ′ := xνP , that is σµb (P ′) := σµ(P ′)(x, p, x−1τ, ξ), as an object lying in
C∞(T ∗bM,Hom(π∗bE, π

∗
bF )), where πb : T ∗bM → M is the b−cotangent bundle of M , is an

isomorphism on T ∗bM − {0}. For further details on these approach see [17] and the relative
bibliography.
Finally we remark that in Definition 8 we followed [26] and [17]. This is slightly different from
those given, for example, in [29], [30] and [33]. The definition given in these papers, in fact,
requires the invertibility of the conormal symbol on a certain weight line (for more details see
the above papers). By the fact that we are interested to study the operators on their natural
domains, that is the maximal and the minimal one, we can waive this requirement (see [26]
pag. 13 for more comments about this).

Finally we conclude this subsection stating an important proposition on the theory of
differential cone operators:

Theorem 1. Let (M, g) be a compact and oriented manifold of dimension m with boundary
where g is a conic metric over M ; let E,F be two hermitian vector bundles over M and let
P ∈ Diffµ,ν0 (M,E,F ) be an elliptic differential cone operator.

1. Each closed extension P : L2(M,E) → L2(M,F ) of P is a Fredholm operator on its
domain, D(P ), endowed with the graph norm.

2. Suppose that E = F and that P is positive. Suppose, in addition, that on a collar
neighborhood of ∂M the metric ρ on E does not depend on r and the conic metric g
satisfies g = dr2 + r2h where h is any riemannian metric over ∂M which does not
depend on r. Then, for each positive self-adjoint extension P of P , the heat operator

e−tP : L2(M,E) → L2(M,E) is a trace-class operator. Moreover P is discrete and the
sequences of eigenvalues of P satisfies λj ∼ Cj

µ
m .

Proof. For the first statement see [26] Prop. 1.3.16 or [17] Prop. 3.14. For the second one see
[26] Theorem 2.4.1 and Corollary 2.4.3.

1.3 Elliptic complex on manifolds with conical singularities

The aim of this subsection is to define the notion of elliptic complex on a manifold with conical
singularities. As for the notion of ellipticity, the definition of elliptic complex on a manifold with
conical singularities was introduced in [33], pag. 205, but our definition is slightly different
because we waive some requirements about the sequence of conormal symbols on a certain
weight line. The reason is still given by the fact that we are interested on the minimal and
maximal extension of a complex differential cone operators.
Let M be a manifold with boundary, E0, ..., En a sequence of vector bundle over M and consider
Pi ∈ Diffµ,ν0 (M,Ei, Ei+1) such that

0→ C∞c (M,E0)
P0→ C∞c (M,E1)

P1→ ...
Pn−1→ C∞c (M,En)

Pn→ 0 (32)

is a complex. We have the following definition:

Definition 10. The complex (32) is an elliptic complex if it is an elliptic complex in the usual
sense on M and if the sequence

0→ π∗E0 → π∗E1 → ...→ π∗En → 0 (33)

where the maps are given by xνσµ(Pi)(x, p, x
−1τ, ξ) : π∗iEi → π∗i+1Ei+1 is an exact sequence

up to x = 0 over T ∗M − {0}.
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With the help of Melrose’s b framework we can reformulate the previous definition in the
following way: (32) is an elliptic complex if and only if the following sequence is exact over
T ∗b (M)− {0}:

0→ π∗bE0
σµb (P ′0)
→ π∗bE1

σµb (P ′1)
→ ...

σµb (P ′n−1)
→ π∗bEn

σµb (P ′n)
→ 0 (34)

where P ′ = xνP , that is the b−operator naturally associated to P , πb : T ∗bM → M is the
b−cotangent bundle and σµb (P ′i ) ∈ C∞(M,Hom(π∗bEi, π

∗
bEi+1)) is the b−principal symbol of

P ′i .
We have the following proposition:

Proposition 7. Consider a complex of differential cone operators as in (32). Suppose moreover
that M is endowed with a conic metric g. Then the complex is an elliptic complex if and only
if for each i = 0, ..., n

P ti ◦ Pi + Pi−1 ◦ P ti−1 : C∞c (M,Ei)→ C∞c (M,Ei)

is an elliptic differential cone operator.

Proof. It is clear that if P ∈ Diffµ,ν0 (M,Ei, Ei+1) then also P t ∈ Diffµ,ν0 (M,Ei+1, Ei) where
Pt : C∞c (M,Ei+1)→ C∞c (M,Ei) is the formal adjoint of P . Now, as in the previous comment,
let P ′i = xνP be the b−operator that is naturally associated to P . It is well known that
σµb (P ′i+1 ◦ P ′i ) = σµb (P ′i+1) ◦ σµb (P ′i ) and that σµb ((P ′i )

t) = (σµb (P ′i ))
t. The proof follows now by

standard arguments of linear algebra, in complete analogy with the case of an elliptic complex
on a closed manifold.

From the above proposition it follows the following useful corollary:

Corollary 1. In the same hypothesis of the previous proposition. The Hilbert complexes
(L2(M,E∗), Pmax/min,∗) are both Fredholm complexes. Moreover each Hilbert complex that
extends (L2(M,E∗), Pmin,∗) and that is extended by (L2(M,E∗), Pmax,∗) is still an Fredholm
complex.

Proof. From Theorem 1 it follows that P tmin,i◦Pmax,i+Pmax,i−1◦P tmin,i−1 and P tmax,i◦Pmin,i+
Pmin,i−1 ◦ P tmax,i−1 are both Fredholm operators on their natural domain endowed with the
graph norm. Now the statement follows from Prop. 4

We remark the fact that we gave the definition of an elliptic complex of differential cone
operators on a manifold with boundary M . Following the remark after Definition 7 the notion
of elliptic complex of differential cone operators is naturally extended on a manifold X with
conical singularities.

1.4 A brief reminder on the heat kernel

The aim of this subsection is to recall briefly the main local properties of the heat kernel on
an open and oriented riemannian manifold (M, g).
Let (M, g) be an open and oriented riemannian manifold, E a vector bundle over M , P0 :
C∞c (M,E) → C∞c (M,E) a non-negative symmetric differential operator and P : D(P ) ⊂
L2(M,E)→ L2(M,E) a non-negative, self-adjoint extension of P0. It is well know that, using
the spectral theorem for unbounded self-adjoint operators and its associated functional calculus
(see [16], chap. XXII), it is possible to construct the operator e−tP . The next result we are
going to recall summarizes the main local properties of e−tP that we will use in the rest of the
paper. We start with the following definitions:

Definition 11. A cut-off function is a smooth function η : [0,∞) → [0, 1] which admits a
ε > 0 such that η(x) = 1 for x ≤ ε

4 and η = 0 for x ≥ ε.

Definition 12. Let (M, g) be an open manifold, E a vector bundle over M and P0 : C∞c (M,E)→
C∞c (M,E) a differential operator of second order. Then P0 is a generalized Laplacian if its
principal symbol satisfies:

σ2(P0)(x, ξ) = ‖ξ‖2.

An operator of this type is clearly elliptic. We refer to [5] for a comprehensive discussion
on this class of operators.
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Theorem 2. Let (M, g) be an open and oriented riemannian manifold, E a vector bundle
over M , P0 : C∞c (M,E)→ C∞c (M,E) a non-negative symmetric differential operator of order
d and P : D(P ) ⊂ L2(M,E) → L2(M,E) a non-negative, self-adjoint extension of P . Then
e−tP satisfies the following properties:

• e−tP has a C∞−kernel, that is usually labeled e−tP (s, q) or kP (t, s, q), which lies in
C∞((0,∞)×M ×M,E � E∗).

• If K1,K2 are compact subset of M such that K1 ∩K2 = ∅ then

‖kP (t, s, q)‖Ck(K1×K2,E�E∗) = O(tn), t→ 0

for all k, n ∈ N.

• Let φ, χ ∈ C∞c (M); then the operator φe−tPχ is a trace-class operator and we have, on
Cl(K1 ×K2, E � E∗|K1×K2

) for each l ∈ N,

(φe−tPχ)(q, q) ∼t→0

∞∑
n=0

φ(q)χ(q)Φn(q)t
n−m
d

and

Tr((φe−tPχ)(q, q)) ∼t→0

∞∑
n=0

(

∫
M

φ(q)χ(q) tr(Φ(q))dvolg)t
n−m
d

where q ∈ M , {Φ1, ...,Φn, ..., } is a suitable sequence of sections in C∞(M,End(E)),
K1 = supp(φ) and K2 = supp(χ).

Finally if P0 is a generalized Laplacian then the last property above can be sharpened in the
following way:

• Let φ, χ ∈ C∞c (M); then the operator φe−tPχ is a trace-class operator and we have

φ(s)e−tP (s, q)χ(q) ∼t→0 ht(s, q)

∞∑
n=0

φ(s)χ(q)Φn(s, q)tn

where (s, q) ∈ M ×M , {Φ1, ...,Φn, ..., } is a suitable sequence of sections in C∞(M ×
M,E�E∗) and ht(s, q) = (4πt)

−n
2 e

−d(s,q)2
4t η(d(s, q)2) with η a cut-off function. As in the

previous case the above expansion holds in Cl(K1 ×K2, E � E∗|K1×K2
) for each l ∈ N,

where K1 = supp(φ) and K2 = supp(χ).

Proof. For the first three properties we refer to [26], Theorem 1.1.18. As explained there these
properties are proved globally, for example in [19], when M is a closed manifold. A careful
examination of those proofs shows that the same properties remain true locally when M is an
open manifold. The same argumentation applies to the last property which is proved globally,
on a closed manifold, in [5] Prop. 2.46 or in [32] Theorem 7.15.

The rest of the subsection is a brief reminder about the heat kernel of a differential cone
operator. For more details and for the proof we refer to [26]. As already recalled in Theorem
1 we know that, if M is a compact and oriented manifold with boundary, M its interior part,
P0 ∈ Diff0(M,E;E) is a positive operator and g is a conic metric over M , then for each positive
self-adjoint extension P of P0, e−tP : L2(M, g) → L2(M, g) is a trace-class operator. Now we
want to recall an important property named scaling property. Before doing this we need to
introduce some notations:
Let N be a compact manifold; consider C(N) and endow it with a product metric g = dr2 + h
where h is a riemannian metric over N . Finally let E be a vector bundle over reg(C(N)).

Define Ut : L2(reg(C(N)), E) → L2(reg(C(N)), E) as s(r, p) 7→ t
1
2 s(tr, p). It is immediate to

show that Ut : L2(reg(C(N)), E)→ L2(reg(C(N)), E) is an isometry and that Ut1◦Ut2 = Ut1t2 .

Proposition 8. Let N be a compact manifold, E a vector bundle over reg(C(N)), let P0 ∈
Diffµ,ν0 (reg(C(N)), E,E) be a symmetric differential cone operator and let P be a self-adjoint
extension of P0. Endow reg(C(N)) with a product metric g, that is g = dr2 + h where h is a
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riemannian metric over N . Finally let Pt = tνUtPU
∗
t and let f : R→ R a function such that

f(P ) has a measurable kernel. Then for each λ > 0

f(P )(r, p, s, q) =
1

λ
f(λ−νPλ)(

r

λ
, p,

s

λ
, q), λ > 0 (35)

As particular case, given P0 ∈ Diffµ,ν0 (reg(C(N)), E,E) positive and P a positive self-adjoint
extension then

e−tP (r, p, r, q) =
1

r
e−tr

−νPr (1, p, 1, q) (36)

Proof. See [26] Lemma 2.2.3.

Now we modify the above proposition for the heat operator in the case that g is a conic
metric over M . As we will see, we are interested to the study of the L2−Lefschetz numbers
where the L2 space are built using a conic metric. The reason is that when the considered
complex is the L2 de Rham complex (built using a conic metric) then its L2−cohomology has
a topological meaning. More precisely, as showed by Cheeger in [14], we have the following
theorem:

Theorem 3. Let (F, h) be a compact and oriented riemannian manifold of dimension f . Con-
sider the cone Cb(F ) with b a positive real number and endow Cb(F ) with the conic metric
g = dr2 + r2h. Then

Hi
2,max(Cb(F ), g) ∼=

{
Hi(F ) i < f

2 + 1
2

0 i ≥ f
2 + 1

2

(37)

If X is a compact and oriented manifold with conical singularities and if g is a conic metric
over reg(X) then

Hi
2,max(reg(X), g) ∼= ImHi(X), Hi

2,min(reg(X), g) ∼= ImHi(X). (38)

Proof. See [14].

For the definition and the main properties of intersection cohomology we refer to [20] and
[21]

Lemma 1. Let N be a compact manifold of dimension n, E a vector bundle over reg(C(N)),
let P0 ∈ Diffµ,ν0 (reg(C(N)), E,E) be a positive differential cone operator and let P be a positive
self-adjoint extension of P0. Endow reg(C(N)) with a conic metric g, that is g = dr2 + r2h
where h is a riemannian metric over N . Then for each λ > 0

e−tP (r, p, s, q) =
1

λn+1
e−tλ

−νPλ(
r

λ
, p,

s

λ
, q), λ > 0 (39)

In particular we have

e−tP (r, p, r, q) =
1

rn+1
e−tr

−νPr (1, p, 1, q). (40)

Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Proposition 8. We have just to add
the natural modifications caused by the fact that now the Hilbert space L2(reg(C(N)), E) is
built using the conic metric g = dr2 + r2h and this means that given γ ∈ L2(reg(C(N)), E) we
have ‖γ‖L2(reg(C(N)),E) =

∫
reg(C(N))

〈γ, γ〉rndrdvolh where 〈γ, γ〉 is the pointwise inner product

induced by the metric on E (which is a riemannian metric if E is a real vector bundle and is a
Hermitian metric if E is complex.). This implies that now the isometry Ut, introduced above

Proposition 8, is defined as Ut : L2(reg(C(N)), E)→ L2(reg(C(N)), E), Ut(γ) = t
n+1
2 γ(tr, p).

The proof follows now in completely analogy to that one of Proposition 8 . Moreover, in the
case that P is a positive self-adjoint extension of ∆i : Ωic(reg(C(N))) → Ωic(reg(C(N))), the
Laplacian constructed using a conic metric and acting on the space of smooth i−forms with
compact support, the proof is given in [15], pag. 582.
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Finally we conclude the section with the following proposition; before to state it we intro-
duce some notations. Given λ ∈ R we define

p+(λ) := |λ+
1

2
| and

p−(λ) :=

{
|λ− 1

2 | |λ| ≥
1
2

λ− 1
2 |λ| < 1

2

(41)

Moreover we recall that Ia(x) is the modified Bessel function of order a. For the definition see
[26] pag. 67.

Proposition 9. Let (N,h) be a compact and oriented riemannian manifold of dimension
n. Consider C(N) and let E be a vector bundle over reg(C(N)) endowed with a metric ρ
(hermitian if it is complex o riemannian if it is real). Suppose that E admits an extension
over all [0,∞) ×N that we denote E. Let EN = E|N and suppose that (E, ρ) is isometric to
π∗(EN , ρ|N ) where π : (0,∞) × N → N is the natural projection. Finally let P : C∞c (E) →
C∞c (E) be an elliptic differential cone operator of order one. Then:

1. On L2(reg(C2(N)), E) built with the product metric gp = dr2 + h, if P satisfies P =
∂
∂r + 1

rS, where S ∈ Diff1(N,EN ) is elliptic, we have

e−tP
t
max◦Pmin(r, p, s, q) =

∑
λ∈specS

1

2t
(rs)

1
2 Ip+(λ)(

rs

2t
)e−

r2+s2

4t Φλ(p, q) (42)

and

e−tPmin◦P
t
max(r, p, s, q) =

∑
λ∈specS

1

2t
(rs)

1
2 Ip−(λ)(

rs

2t
)e−

r2+s2

4t Φλ(p, q)

where Φλ(p, q) is the smooth kernel of Φλ : L2(N,EN ) → Vλ, the orthogonal projection
on the eigenspace Vλ.

2. On L2(reg(C2(N)), E) built with the conic metric gc = dr2 + r2h, if P satisfies
P = n

2r + ∂
∂r + 1

rS, where S ∈ Diff1(N,EN ) is elliptic, we have

e−tP
t
max◦Pmin(r, p, s, q) =

∑
λ∈specS

1

2t
(rs)

1−n
2 Ip+(λ)(

rs

2t
)e−

r2+s2

4t Φλ(p, q) (43)

and

e−tPmin◦P
t
max(r, p, s, q) =

∑
λ∈specS

1

2t
(rs)

1−n
2 Ip−(λ)(

rs

2t
)e−

r2+s2

4t Φλ(p, q)

where Φλ(p, q) is the smooth kernel of Φλ : L2(N,EN ) → Vλ , the orthogonal projection
on the eigenspace Vλ.

Proof. The first assertion is proved in [26], see Proposition 2.3.11 and pag. 68. The second
statement follows using the following argument. Only for the remaining part of this proof let us
label L2(reg(C2(N)), E, gp) the L2 space of sections built using the product metric gp = dr2+h
and L2(reg(C2(N)), E, gc) the L2 space of sections built using the conic metric gc = dr2 + r2h.
The measure induced by gp is drdvolh while the measure induce by gc is rndrdvolh. Therefore
it is clear that the map τ : L2(reg(C(N)), E, gc) → L2(reg(C2(N)), E, gp), τ(γ) = r

n
2 γ is an

isometry with inverse given by τ−1(γ) = r
−n
2 γ . A simple calculation shows that P̃ := τ−1◦P ◦τ

satisfies P̃ = ∂
∂r + 1

rS. Therefore P̃ tmax ◦ P̃min = r
n
2 P tmax ◦ Pminr

−n
2 and this implies that

e−tP̃
t
max◦P̃min = r

n
2 e−tP

t
max◦Pminr

−n
2 .

Therefore if we call k̃(t, r, p, s, q) the heat kernel relative to e−tP̃
t
max◦P̃min and analogously

k(t, r, p, s, q) the heat kernel relative to e−tP
t
max◦Pmin we have, for each γ ∈ L2(reg(C2(N)), E, gp),∫

reg(C2(N))

k̃(t, r, p, s, q)γ(s)dsdvolh =

∫
reg(C2(N))

r
n
2 k(t, r, p, s, q)s

−n
2 γ(s)sndsdvolh

and therefore k̃(t, r, p, s, q) = r
n
2 k(t, r, p, s, q)s

n
2 . Finally, applying this last equality to (42), we

get (43). For the heat kernel of e−tPmin◦P
t
max the proof is completely analogous to the previous

one.
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2 Geometric endomorphisms

The goal of this section is to introduce and study the notion of geometric endomorphism
of an elliptic complex of differential cone operators.
Let X be a compact manifold with conical singularities and let M be its regular part that, as
explained after Definition 7, we identify with the interior part of M the manifold with boundary
which desingularizes X, see Prop. 6. Finally consider an elliptic complex of differential cone
operators as described in Definition 10:

0→ C∞c (M,E0)
P0→ C∞c (M,E1)

P1→ ...
Pn−1→ C∞c (M,En)

Pn→ 0 (44)

Definition 13. A geometric endomorphism T of (44) is given by a n−tuple of maps
T = (T1, ..., Tn), where each Ti maps C∞(M,Ei) to itself, constructed in the following way:
there exists a smooth map f : M →M and a n−tuples of morphisms of bundles φi : f∗Ei → Ei
such that the following properties hold:

1. f : M →M is a diffeomorphism.

2. If, with a little abuse of notation, we still label with f : X → X the isomorphism that
f : M →M induces on X then we require that f(q) = q for each q ∈ sing(X).

3. Ti = φi ◦ f∗ where f∗ acts naturally between C∞(M,Ei) and C∞(M,f∗Ei).

4. Pi ◦ Ti = Ti+1 ◦ Pi.

We make a little comment on the above definition. The third and the fourth property are
exactly the definition of geometric endomorphism of an elliptic complex over a closed manifold
given in [2]. However our definition is not a complete extension of that one given by Atiyah and
Bott in [2]. The reason is that in the closed case any smooth map is allowed. For our purposes
we need that Ti induce a bounded map from L2(M,Ei) to itself and clearly this prevents us to
allow every smooth map in Definition 13. As we will see in the following lemma, the property
that f : M → M is a diffeomorphism is a reasonable sufficient condition in order to get a
bounded extension of Ti on L2(M,Ei).

Lemma 2. In the same hypothesis of the above definition the endomorphism T satisfies that
the following properties:

1. For each i and for each ψ ∈ C∞c (M,Ei) we have Ti(ψ) ∈ C∞c (M,Ei).

2. For each i Ti extends as a bounded operator from L2(M,Ei) to itself; with a small abuse
of notation, we denote this again by Ti.

3. Let T ∗i : L2(M,Ei)→ L2(M,Ei) be the adjoint of Ti. Then for each ψ ∈ C∞c (M,Ei) we
have T ∗i (ψ) ∈ C∞c (M,Ei).

Proof. The first two properties follow immediately by the fact that f : M → M is a diffeo-
morphism and that M is compact. For the third properties, we observe first of all that Ti
admits an adjoint because it is densely defined and that T ∗i is bounded and defined over the
whole L2(M,Ei) because Ti is bounded. Now consider the bundle f∗Ei. The metric over Ei
induces in a natural way through f a metric over f∗Ei. Therefore it make sense consider the
bundle homomorphism φ∗i : Ei → f∗Ei defined in each fiber as the adjoint of φi. Now consider
the pull-back under f of the volume form dvolg. Then there exists a smooth function τ such
that τdvolg = f∗dvolg and τ > 0 if f preserves the orientation of M , τ < 0 if f reverses the
orientation of M . Finally define S : C∞c (M,Ei)→ C∞c (M,Ei) as

Si(ψ) :=

{
τ(φ∗i ◦ (f−1)∗)(ψ) if f preserves the orientation
−τ(φ∗i ◦ (f−1)∗)(ψ) if f reserves the orientation

(45)

It is immediate to check that for each ψ1, ψ2 ∈ C∞c (M,Ei) we have

< Ti(ψ1), ψ2 >L2(M,Ei)=< ψ1, Si(ψ2) >L2(M,Ei) .

Therefore, over C∞c (M,Ei) , T ∗i coincides with S and so from this the third property follows
immediately.
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Now we state the following property :

Proposition 10. Let M be an open and oriented riemannian manifold and let g be an in-
complete riemannian metric on M . Let E0, ..., En be a sequence of vector bundles over M and
consider a complex of differential operators:

0→ C∞c (M,E0)
P0→ C∞c (M,E1)

P1→ ...
Pn−1→ C∞c (M,En)

Pn→ 0 (46)

Let T = (T0, ..., Tn) be an endomorphism of (46) that satisfies the second and the third prop-
erties of Lemma 2. Then we have the following properties:

1. For each i = 0, ..., n, for each s ∈ D(Pmin,i) we have Ti(s) ∈ D(Pmin,i) and Pmin,i ◦Ti =
Ti+1 ◦ Pmin,i.

2. For each i = 0, ..., n, for each s ∈ D(Pmax,i) we have Ti(s) ∈ D(Pmax,i) and Pmax,i ◦Ti =
Ti+1 ◦ Pmax,i.

Proof. Let i ∈ {0, ..., n} and let s ∈ D(Pmin,i). Then there exists a sequence {sj}j∈N such that
sj → s in L2(M,Ei) and Pi(sj) → Pi(s) in L2(M,Ei+1). By the assumptions, we know that
{Ti(sj)}j∈N is a sequence of smooth sections with compact support contained in C∞c (M,Ei)
such that Ti(sj) → Ti(s) in L2(M,Ei) and Ti+1(Pi(sj)) → Ti+1(Pi(s)) in L2(M,Ei+1). But
Ti+1(Pi(sj)) = Pi(Ti(sj)). Therefore Pi(Ti(sj)) converges in L2(M,Ei+1) and this implies that
Ti(s) ∈ D(Pmin,i) and that Pmin,i ◦ Ti = Ti+1 ◦ Pmin,i.
Now we give the proof of the second statement. From the first part of the proof it follows that,
if we look at Ti+1 ◦ Pmin,i, Pmin,i ◦ Ti as unbounded operator with domain D(Pmin,i) then
Ti+1 ◦ Pmin,i = Pmin,i ◦ Ti and therefore (Ti+1 ◦ Pmin,i)∗ = (Pmin,i ◦ Ti)∗. Moreover, by the
fact that Ti+1 is bounded, it follows that (Ti+1 ◦ Pmin,i)∗ = P ∗min,i ◦ T ∗i+1 with domain given

by (T ∗i+1)−1(D(P ∗min,i)). Now let s ∈ D(Pmax,i) and let φ ∈ C∞c (M,Ei+1). Then

< Ti(s), P
t
i (φ) >L2(M,Ei)=< s, T ∗i (P ti (φ)) >L2(M,Ei)=< s, (Pmin,i ◦ Ti)∗(φ) >L2(M,Ei)=

=< s, P ∗min,i(T
∗
i+1(φ)) >L2(M,Ei)= (because T ∗i+1(φ) ∈ C∞c (M,Ei+1))

=< s, P ∗max,i(T
∗
i+1(φ)) >L2(M,Ei)=< Pmax,i(s), (T

∗
i+1(φ)) >L2(M,Ei)

=< Ti+1(Pmax,i(s)), φ >L2(M,Ei) .

So we can conclude that Ti(s) ∈ D(Pmax,i) and that Ti+1 ◦ Pmax,i = Pmax,i ◦ Ti.

In the rest of this section we describe the notion of non degeneracy condition for a fixed
point of a map f : X → X. As we will see, over the regular part of X, this is the same of the
one used in [2].
Let X be a compact manifold with conical singularities and let f : X → X a continuous map
such that f(sing(X)) ⊂ sing(X), f(reg(X)) ⊂ reg(X) and f |reg(X) is a smooth map. Define

Fix(f) := {p ∈ X : f(p) = p} (47)

Definition 14. A point p ∈ reg(X) ∩ Fix(f) is said to be simple if det(Id− dpf) 6= 0.

Obviously this definition make sense because, being p a fixed point, it follows that dpf is
an endomorphism of Tp(reg(X)). Moreover it is easy to show that Definition 14 is equivalent
to require that, on reg(X)× reg(X), G(f) meets transversely ∆reg(X) on (p, p), where G(f) is
the graph of f |reg(X) and ∆reg(X) is the diagonal of reg(X) . In this way we get the following
useful corollary:

Corollary 2. Each simple fixed point in reg(X) ∩ Fix(f) is an isolated fixed point.

Now, following [29], [30] but with little modifications, we recall what is a simple fixed point
p ∈ Fix(f) ∩ sing(X). As we said above, we assumed that f(sing(X)) ⊂ sing(X) and that
f(reg(X)) ⊂ reg(X). Therefore if q ∈ sing(X)∩Fix(f) is a fixed conical point it follows that,
on a neighborhood Uq ∼= C2(Lq) of q, f takes the form:

f(r, p) = (rA(r, p), B(r, p)) (48)
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We make the additional assumption that A(r, p) and B(r, p) are smooth up to zero, that is

A(r, p) : [0, 2)× Lq → [0, 2)

is smooth up to 0 and analogously

B(r, p) : [0, 2)× Lq → Lq

is smooth up to 0. Moreover, by the fact that f(sing(X)) ⊂ sing(X) and that f(reg(X)) ⊂
reg(X) it follows that A(r, p) 6= 0 for r > 0. Obviously if our starting point is a diffeomorphism
f : M →M as in Definition 13, then these requirements are automatically satisfied.

Definition 15. A point q ∈ Fix(f) ∩ sing(X) is a simple fixed point if for each p ∈ Lq at
least one of the following conditions is satisfied:

1. A(0, p) 6= 1.

2. B(0, p) 6= p.

A natural question follows from Definition 15: what is the meaning of these requirements?
The answer is that if f satisfies one of the two requirements above then a sequence of fixed
points converging to q cannot exists and therefore q is an isolated fixed point. We can show this
last properties in the following way: suppose that {(rj , pj)} is a sequence of fixed point of f
contained in Uq ∼= C2(Lq) such that rj → 0 when j →∞. Then {pj} is a sequence of point in Lq
which is compact and therefore there exists a subsequence, that with a little abuse of notations
we still label {pj}, such that pj converges to some p ∈ Lq. By the assumptions, for each j,
(rj , pj) = (rjA(rj , pj), B(rj , pj)). Therefore 1 = limj→∞A(rj , pj) = A(0, p), B(rj , pj) = pj for
each j and this implies that f does not satisfies both the properties of Definition 15.

So we can state the following useful corollary:

Corollary 3. Let X be a compact manifold with conical singularities and let f : X → X a map
such that f(sing(X)) ⊂ sing(X), f(reg(X)) ⊂ reg(X), f |reg(X) : reg(X)→ reg(X) is smooth
and, on a neighborhood of a conical point, A(r, p) and B(r, p) are smooth up to 0. Then, if f
has only simple fixed point, Fix(f) is made of a finite number of points.

Proof. If f has only simple fixed points then we already know that each of this fixed points
is an isolated fixed point and this implies that Fix(f) is a sequence without accumulation
points. Therefore, by the compactness of X, it follows that Fix(f) is made of a finite number
of points.

Now we state the following definition:

Definition 16. Let f be as in the previous corollary. Let q ∈ Fix(f)∩ sing(X) a simple fixed
point for f such that f satisfies the first requirement of Definition 15. Then if for each p ∈ Lq

A(0, p) < 1 (49)

q is called attractive simple fixed point while if

A(0, p) > 1 (50)

then q is called repulsive simple fixed point.

Clearly if for each q ∈ sing(X) the relative link Lq is connected then each simple fixed point
q ∈ sing(X) satisfying the first property of Definition 15 is necessarily attractive or repulsive.

Finally we conclude the section observing that in [22], pag. 384, Goresky and MacPherson
introduced the notion of contracting fixed point. An elementary check shows that (49) is
equivalent to the definition given by Goresky and MacPherson.
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3 L2−Lefschetz numbers of a geometric endomorphism

Let X be a compact manifold with conical singularities of dimension m+1. Consider an elliptic
complex of cone differential operators as defined in Definition 10:

0→ C∞c (M,E0)
P0→ C∞c (M,E1)

P1→ ...
Pn−1→ C∞c (M,En)

Pn→ 0 (51)

where Pi ∈ Diffµ,ν0 (M,Ei, Ei+1) and let T = φ ◦ f be a geometric endomorphism of (51) as in
Definition 13. Obviously, with a small abuse of notation, we are using the same notation for
the diffeomorphism f : M →M and for the isomorphism that it induces on X. We recall that
the isomorphism f : X → X satisfies:

1. f |reg(X) : reg(X)→ reg(X) is a diffeomorphism

2. For each p ∈ sing(X) we have f(p) = p

3. A(r, p) and B(r, p) (see (48)) are smooth up to 0.

Using Corollary 1 we know that both the complexes (L2(M,Ei), Pmax/min,i) are Fredholm
complexes, that is the cohomology groups Hi

2,max/min(M,Ei) are finite dimensional.

Moreover by Proposition 10 we know that T is a morphism of both complexes (L2(M,Ei), Pmax/min,i).
Therefore, for each i = 0, ..., n, it induces an endomorphism

T ∗i : Hi
2,max(M,Ei)→ Hi

2,max(M,Ei) and analogously T ∗i : Hi
2,min(M,Ei)→ Hi

2,min(M,Ei).

So we are in position to give the following definition:

Definition 17. The L2−Lefschetz numbers of T are defined in the following way:

L2,max(T ) =

n∑
i=0

(−1)i tr(T ∗i : Hi
2,max(M,Ei)→ Hi

2,max(M,Ei)) (52)

and analogously

L2,min(T ) =

n∑
i=0

(−1)i tr(T ∗i : Hi
2,min(M,Ei)→ Hi

2,min(M,Ei)) (53)

The L2−Lefschetz numbers satisfy the following property:

Proposition 11. L2,max/min(T ) do not depend on the conic metric g we fix on M and on the
metrics ρ0, ..., ρn that we fix on E0, ..., En

Proof. By the fact that M is compact and that, as explained above Definition 7, (Ei, ρi) are
defined over all M and ρi is non degenerate up to the boundary, it follows that all the metrics
we consider on Ei are quasi-isometric. Moreover, using [4] Proposition 9, it follows that if
g and g′ are two conic metric over M then they are quasi-isometric, that is there exists a
positive real number c such that g′ ≤ g ≤ g′. Therefore, for each i = 0, .., n, L2(M,Ei) doesn’t
depend on the metric that we fix on Ei and on the conic metric that we fix over M . This
in turn implies that same conclusion holds for Hi

2,max(M,Ei) and for Hi
2,min(M,Ei), that is

they do not depend on the metric that we fix on Ei and on the conic metric that we fix over
M . In this way we can conclude that also the traces of T ∗i : Hi

2,max(M,E∗)→ Hi
2,max(M,E∗)

and T ∗i : Hi
2,min(M,E∗)→ Hi

2,min(M,E∗) satisfy the same property and so the proposition is
proved.

• From the above proposition it follows that in order to calculate L2,max/min(T ) we can
use any conic metric g on M and any metrics ρ0, ..., ρn over E0, ..., En. Therefore, in
the remaining part of this section, we make the following assumptions: for each singular
point q there exists Uq, an open neighborhood of q satisfying Uq ∼= C2(Lq), such that on
reg(C2(Lq)) the conic metric g satisfies g = dr2 + r2h where h is any riemannian metric
over Lq that does not depend on r. Moreover we assume that each metric ρi on Ei does
not depend on r in a collar neighborhood of ∂M .
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Consider, for each i = 0, ..., n, the operator

Pi := P ti ◦ Pi + Pi−1 ◦ P ti−1 : C∞c (M,Ei)→ C∞c (M,Ei).

It is clearly a positive operator. As stated in Proposition 7, we know that Pi is an elliptic
differential cone operator. Therefore, by Theorem 1, we know that for each positive self-
adjoint extension of Pi, the relative heat operator is a trace-class operator. In particular this
is true for Pabs,i that we recall it is defined as P tmin,i ◦ Pmax,i + Pmax,i−1 ◦ P tmin,i−1 and for
Prel,i that it is defined as P tmax,i ◦Pmin,i +Pmin,i−1 ◦P tmax,i−1. A well known and basic result
of operators theory (see [32], Prop. 8.8) says that, given an Hilbert space H, the space of
trace-class operators is a two sided ideal of B(H), the space of bounded operators of H, and
that the trace doesn’t depend on the order of composition. In this way we know that for each
i = 0, ..., n

Ti ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i : L2(M,Ei)→ L2(M,Ei)

are trace-class operator and that Tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i) = Tr(e−tPabs/rel,i ◦ Ti)1. Moreover it is
clear that Ti ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i are operators with smooth kernel given by

φi ◦ kabs,i(t, f(x), y) for Ti ◦ e−tPabs,i (54)

and analogously
φi ◦ krel,i(t, f(x), y) for Ti ◦ e−tPrel,i (55)

where kabs/rel,i(t, x, y) are respectively the smooth kernel of e−tPabs/rel,i . In both the ex-
pressions above φi acts on the x variable of kabs/rel,i(t, f(x), y) because kabs/rel,i(t, f(x), y)
is a section of f∗Ei � E∗i and φi : f∗Ei → Ei is a morphism of bundle. So the kernels
φi ◦ kabs/rel,i(t, f(x), y) are well defined and they are smooth sections of E � E∗.
Now we are in position to state the following theorem which is one of the main results of this
section:

Theorem 4. Consider an elliptic complex of differential cone operators as in (51) and let T
be a geometric endomorphism as in Definition 13. Then for each t:

L2,max(T ) =

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(Tie
−tPabs,i) (56)

and analogously

L2,min(T ) =

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(Tie
−tPrel,i) (57)

In particular, in both the equalities, the member on the right hand side does not depend on t.

We need to state some propositions in order to prove the above theorem. We give the proof
only for the complex (L2(M,Ei), Pmax,i). The other one is completely analogous.

Lemma 3. Consider an abstract Fredholm complex as in (9) and let T be an endomorphism
of this complex, that is T = (T0, ..., Tn), for each i = 0, ..., n Ti : Hi → Hi is bounded and
Di ◦ Ti = Ti+1 ◦Di on D(Di). Let πi : Hi → Hi(H∗, D∗) be the orthogonal projection induced
by the Kodaira decomposition of Proposition 1. Then for each i = 0, .., n we have

Tr(πi ◦ Ti : Hi(H∗, D∗)→ Hi(H∗, D∗)) = Tr(T ∗i : Hi(H∗, D∗)→ Hi(H∗, D∗))

Proof. Let γ : Hi(H∗, D∗) → Hi(H∗, D∗) the isomorphism of (14). Then it is clear that
T ∗i , that is the endomorphism of Hi(H∗, D∗) induced by Ti, satisfies T ∗i = γ ◦ πi ◦ Ti ◦ γ−1.
Now from this it follows immediately that Tr(πi ◦ Ti : Hi(H∗, D∗) → Hi(H∗, D∗)) = Tr(T ∗i :
Hi(H∗, D∗)→ Hi(H∗, D∗)).

Lemma 4. We have the following properties.

1. Let Ei(λ) be the eigenspace relative to Pabs,i and the eigenvalue λ. Then Ei(λ) is finite
dimensional and made of eigensections which are smooth in the interior.

1This is the reason because we need to require that f : M → M is a diffeomorphism. In this way each
Ti : L2(M,Ei)→ L2(M,Ei) is bounded and so we can conclude that Ti ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i is a trace-class operator
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2. For each λ 6= 0 consider the following complex:

......
Pλmax,i−1→ Ei(λ)

Pλmax,i→ Ei+1(λ)
Pλmax,i+1→ Ei+2(λ)

Pλmax,i+2→ ... (58)

where Pλmax,i := Pmax,i|Ei(λ). Then it is an acyclic complex.

Proof. Consider the eigenspaces Ei(λ). That is finite dimensional for each λ 6= 0 follows by the
fact that e−tPabs,i is a trace-class operator while that it is finite dimensional for λ = 0 follows
by the fact that Pabs,i is a Fredholm operator on its domain endowed with the graph norm.
Moreover elliptic regularity tells us that Ei(λ) is made of eigensections which are smooth in
the interior. Finally, given λ > 0, consider

......
Pλmax,i−1→ Ei(λ)

Pλmax,i→ Ei+1(λ)
Pλmax,i+1→ Ei+2(λ)

Pλmax,i+2→ ... (59)

where Pλmax,i := Pmax,i|Ei(λ).
Let s ∈ Ker(Pmax,i). Then Pabs,i(s) = λs = Pmax,i−1(P tmin(s)). Therefore s ∈ ran(Pmax,i−1)
and this implies that (59) is a long exact sequences, or in other words, it is an acyclic complex.

Now we state the last result we need to prove Theorem 4. We take it from [2].

Lemma 5. Consider a complex of finite dimensional vector space

0→ V0
f0→ ...

fi−1→ Vi
fi→ Vi+1

f,i+1→ Vi+2
fi+2→ ...

fn−1→ Vn
fn→ 0. (60)

and for each i let Gi : Vi → Vi an endomorphism such that fi ◦Gi = Gi+1 ◦ fi. Then

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(Gi) =

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(G∗i )

where G∗i is the endomorphism of the i−th cohomology group of the complex (60) induced by
Gi.

Proof. See [2].

Proof. (of Theorem 4). As said above we give the proof only for (56). The proof for (57) is
completely analogous. Consider the heat operator e−tPabs,i : L2(M,Ei) → L2(M,Ei). By the
third point of Theorem 1 it follows that there exists an Hilbert base of L2(M,Ei), {φj}j∈N,
made of smooth eigensections of Pabs,i, in such way the smooth kernel of e−tPabs,i satisfies
k(t, x, y) =

∑
j e
−tλjφj(x) � φ∗j (y). Moreover, by the fact that Ti : L2(M,Ei) → L2(M,Ei)

is bounded, we know that Ti ◦ e−tPabs,i and e−tPabs,i ◦ Ti are trace class and that Tr(Ti ◦
e−tPabs,i) = Tr(e−tPabs,i ◦ Ti). Now, if we label π(i, λj) the orthogonal projection π(i, λj) :
L2(M,Ei) → Ei(λj), then we can write e−tPabs,i =

∑
j e
−tλjπ(i, λj) and therefore e−tPabs,i ◦

Ti = (
∑
j e
−tλjπ(i, λj)) ◦ Ti =

∑
j e
−tλj (π(i, λj) ◦ Ti). In this way we get

Tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs,i) = Tr(e−tPabs,i ◦ Ti) =
∑
j

e−tλj Tr((π(i, λj) ◦ Ti)). (61)

Consider
∑n
i=0(−1)i Tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs,i). Then

∑n
i=0(−1)i Tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs,i) =

=

n∑
i=0

(−1)i
∑
j

e−tλj Tr((π(i, λj) ◦ Ti)) =
∑
j

e−tλj
n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr((π(i, λj) ◦ Ti)). (62)

Now examine carefully this last expression. Both π(i, λj) ◦ Ti : L2(M,Ei) → Ei(λj) and
π(i, λj) : L2(M,Ei) → Ei(λj) are trace-class operators. This implies that Tr(π(i, λj) ◦ Ti) =
Tr(π(i, λj) ◦ π(i, λj) ◦ Ti) = Tr(π(i, λj) ◦ Ti ◦ π(i, λj)) and this last one is equal to the trace of
π(i, λj) ◦ Ti : Ei(λj)→ Ei(λj). But if we take the following complex for λj 6= 0

......
Pλmax,i−1→ Ei(λj)

Pλmax,i→ Ei+1(λj)
Pλmax,i+1→ Ei+2(λj)

Pλmax,i+2→ ... (63)
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we know that (63) is an acyclic complex. Moreover it is immediate to check that π(i, λj) ◦
Ti is an endomorphism of (63) and therefore, applying Lemma 60, we can conclude that∑n
i=0(−1)i Tr(π(i, λj) ◦ Ti) = 0 for λj 6= 0. This leads to a relevant simplification of (62):

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(Tie
−tPabs,i) =

∑
j

e−tλj
n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(π(i, λj)◦Ti) =

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(π(i, 0)◦Ti). (64)

Finally, using Lemma 3, it follows that Tr(π(i, 0) ◦ Ti) = Tr(T ∗i ) and therefore the theorem is
proved.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 we have the following corollary

Corollary 4. In the same assumptions of Theorem 4 then

L2,max(T ) = lim
t→0

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs,i) (65)

and analogously

L2,min(T ) = lim
t→0

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(Ti ◦ e−tPrel,i) (66)

Before to go ahead we add some comments to Theorem 4.

Remark 3. In the statement of Theorem 4 we assume that the endomorphism T satisfies
Definition 13. But from the proof it is clear that the particular structure of the endomor-
phism, that is Ti = φi ◦ f∗ doesn’t play any role. It is just a sufficient condition to assure
that each Ti induces a bounded map acting on L2(M,Ei) and that T is an endomorphism of
(L2(M,Ei), Pmax/min,i). Therefore if we have a n− tuple of map T = (T1, ..., Tn) such that, for
each i = 0, ..., n, Ti : L2(M,Ei)→ L2(M,Ei) is bounded and Ti+1◦Pmax/min,i = Pmax/min,i◦Ti
on D(Pmax/min,i) then we can state and prove Theorem 4 in the same way.

Remark 4. We stated Theorem 4 in the case of an elliptic complex of differential cone opera-
tors over a compact manifold with conical singularities. This is because, using the result coming
from the theory of elliptic differential cone operators, we know that (L2(M,Ei), Pmax/min,i) are

Fredholm complexes and that e−tPabs/rel,i are trace-class operators. Therefore it is possible to
define maximal and minimal L2−Lefschetz numbers and to prove Theorem 4. A priori it is not
possible to do the same for an arbitrary elliptic complex of differential operators over a (possi-
ble incomplete) riemannian manifold (M, g). But it is clear that if we know that the maximal
and the minimal extension of our complex are Fredholm complexes and that for each i the heat
operator constructed from the i-th laplacian associated to the maximal/minimal complex is a
trace-class operator, then it is possible to state and prove in the same way formulas (56) and
(57) for the L2−Lefschetz numbers associated to the maximal and minimal extension of our
complex.

We conclude the section with the following theorems:

Theorem 5. Let X be a compact manifold with conical singularities of dimension m+ 1 and
let g be a conic metric on reg(X) = M . Consider an elliptic complex of differential cone
operators as in (51) and let T = φ ◦ f∗ be a geometric endomorphism of (51) as in Definition
13. Finally suppose that f has only simple fixed points. Then we have:

L2,max/min(T ) = lim
t→0

(
∑

q∈Fix(f)

n∑
i=0

(−1)i
∫
Uq

tr(T ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i)dvolg) (67)

where Uq is an open neighborhood of q ∈ Fix(f) (clearly, when q ∈ sing(X) ∩ Fix(f) then we
mean Uq − {q}).

Proof. We know, by the assumptions, that f has only simple fixed points. For each of these
points, that we label q, let Uq be an open neighborhood of q. Then, using again Corollary 4, we
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know that L2,max/min(T ) = limt→0

∑
i(−1)i

∫
M

tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i). Obviously we can break
the member on the right as

∑
q∈Fix(f)

n∑
i=0

(−1)i
∫
Uq

tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i)dvolg +

n∑
i=0

(−1)i
∫
V

tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i)dvolg

where V = M − ∪q∈Fix(f)Uq. Now, as remarked previously, we know that f(q) = q for each
q ∈ sing(X). This implies {(f(q), q) : q ∈ V } is a compact subset of M ×M disjoint from
∆M . So we can use the second property of Theorem 2 to conclude that

lim
t→0

∫
V

tr(φi ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i(f(q), q))dvolg =

∫
V

lim
t→0

tr(φi ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i(f(q), q))dvolg = 0.

This complete the proof.

The second point in the above theorem suggests to break the Lefschetz numbers as a
contribution of two terms, that is

L2,max/min(T ) = Lmax/min(T,R) + Lmax/min(T,S) (68)

where Lmax/min(T,R) is the contribution given by the simple fixed point lying in reg(X), that
is

Lmax/min(T,R) = lim
t→0

(
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩reg(X)

n∑
i=0

(−1)i
∫
Uq

tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i)dvolg)

and analogously Lmax/min(T,S) is the contribution given by the simple fixed point lying in
Fix(f) ∩ sing(X), that is

Lmax/min(T,S) = lim
t→0

(
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩sing(X)

n∑
i=0

(−1)i
∫
Uq−{q}

tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i)dvolg).

Theorem 6. In the hypothesis of the previous theorem, suppose furthermore that for each
i = 0, ..., n

P ti ◦ Pi + Pi−1 ◦ P ti−1 : C∞c (M,Ei)→ C∞c (M,Ei)

is a generalized Laplacian (see Definition 12). Then we get :

L2,max(T ) =
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩M

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(φi)

|det(Id− dqf)|
+ L2,max(T,S).

Analogously for L2,min(T ) we have

L2,min(T ) =
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩M

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(φi)

|det(Id− dqf)|
+ L2,min(T,S).

Proof. By Theorem 5, we know that the L2−Lefschetz numbers depend only on the simple
fixed point of f and that we can localize their contribution, that is,

L2,max/min(T ) = lim
t→0

(
∑

q∈Fix(f)

n∑
i=0

(−1)i
∫
Uq

tr(T ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i)dvolg)

where Uq is an arbitrary open neighborhood of q (and clearly when q ∈ sing(X) then we mean
the regular part of Uq). If q ∈ reg(X) ∩ Fix(f), by the assumptions, we can use the local
asymptotic expansion recalled in the last point of Theorem 2. Now, to get the conclusion, the
proof is exactly the same as in the closed case; see for example [5] Theorem 6.6 or [32] Theorem
10.12.

We have the following immediate corollary:

Corollary 5. In the same hypothesis of Theorem 6; Then:
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1. Lmax(T,R) = Lmin(T,R) that is, the simple fixed points in M give the same contribu-
tions for both the Lefschetz numbers L2,max/min(T ).

2. Lmax/min(T,S) do not depend on the particular conic metric fixed on M and on the
metrics ρ0, ..., ρn respectively fixed on E0, ..., En.

Proof. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of the second point of Theorem 6. For
the second statement, by Proposition 11, we know that L2,max/min(T ) are independent on the
conic metric we put over M and on the metric ρ0, ..., ρn respectively on E0, ..., En. Again,
by the second point of Theorem 6, we know that also Lmax/min(T,R) are independent from
the conic metrics and on the metric ρ0, ..., ρn respectively on E0, ..., En. Therefore the same
conclusion holds forLmax/min(T,S). The corollary is proved.

4 The contribution of the singular points

The aim of this section is to give, in some particular cases, an explicit formula for Lmax/min(T,S),
that is for the contribution given by the singular points to the Lefschetz numbers L2,max/min(T ).
Consider the same situation described in Theorem 5. Suppose moreover that the following
properties hold:

1. For each q ∈ sing(X) there exists an isomorphism χq : Uq → C2(Lq) such that on
[0, 2)× Lq, using (29), each operator Ak is constant in x and, using the decomposition
(48), the map f takes the form:

f = (rA(p), B(p)). (69)

2. On reg(C2(Lq)), using again the isomorphism χq : Uq → C2(Lq), the conic metric g
satisfies g = dr2 + r2h with h that does not depend on r and each metric ρi on Ei does
not depend on r in a collar neighborhood of ∂M .

Before stating the next theorem we recall a definition from [26].

Definition 18. Consider the isometry Ut : L2(reg(C(N)), E) → L2(reg(C(N)), E) as de-

fined in the proof of Lemma (1), that is Ut(γ) = t
n+1
2 γ(tr, p). Consider an operator P0 ∈

Diffµ,ν0 (reg(C(N))) such that, using the expression (29), each Ak is constant in x. Then a
closed extension P of P0 is said scalable if U∗t PUt = tνP .

Lemma 6. Given P0 ∈ Diffµ,ν0 (reg(C(N))) as in Definition 18 then P0,max and P0,min are
always scalable. If we take P t0 , the formal adjoint of P0, then also P t0,min ◦ P0,max, P t0,max ◦
P0,min, P0,min ◦ P t0,max and P0,max ◦ P t0,min are scalable extensions of P t0 ◦ P0 and P0 ◦ P t0
respectively. Finally, if in a complex we consider Pi := P ti ◦Pi+Pi−1 ◦P ti−1 (see the statement
of Theorem 6) then also the closed extension Pabs,i and Prel,i (see (22) and (23)) are scalable
extensions.

Proof. For the first assertion see [26] pag. 58. The others assertions are an immediate conse-
quence of the previous one and of the definition of scalable extension.

Now we are ready to state the following theorem:

Theorem 7. In the same hypothesis of Theorem 5. Suppose moreover that the two properties
described above Definition 18 hold. Then we have:

Lmax/min(T,S) =
∑

q∈sing(X)

n∑
i=0

(−1)i
1

2ν

∫ ∞
0

dx

x

∫
Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−xPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolh.

(70)

Proof. Let q ∈ sing(X). By the hypothesis we know that there exists an open neighborhood
Uq and an isomorphism χq : Uq → C2(Lq) such that, on C2(Lq), f takes the form (69) and
each Ak is constant in x. Using the properties stated in [26] pag. 42-43, we get that the limit

lim
t→0

∫
reg(Uq)

tr(φi ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i(rA(p), B(p), r, p))dvolg
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is equal to

lim
t→0

∫
reg(C2(Lq))

tr(φi ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i(rA(p), B(p), r, p))rmdvolhdr

where, with a little abuse of notation, in the second expression we mean the heat kernel
associated to the absolute and relative extension of the operator, induced by Pi|Uq through χq,
acting on C∞c (reg(C2(Lq)), (χ

−1
q )∗Ei). So, for each i = 0, ..., n, we have to calculate

lim
t→0

∫
reg(C2(Lq))

tr(φi ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i(rA(p), B(p), r, p))rmdrdvolh.

Moreover, we assumed that, on reg(C2(Lq)), the conic metric g satisfies g = dr2 + r2h with h
that does not depend on r and that each metric ρi on Ei does not depend on r in a neighborhood
of ∂M . This implies that, for each i = 0, ..., n, the operator Pi satisfies the assumption at the
beginning of the subsection, that is each Ak does not depend on x. Therefore, using Lemma
6, we get that Pabs/rel,i are scalable extensions of Pi. Now, after these observations, we can
go on to calculate

lim
t→0

∫
reg(C2(Lq))

tr(φi ◦ e−tPabs/rel(rA(p), B(p), r, p))dvolg.

Using Lemma 1 and the fact that Pabs/rel,i are scalable extensions of Pi we get∫
reg(C2(Lq))

tr(φi ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i(rA(p), B(p), r, p))rmdrdvolh =

=

∫ 2

0

∫
Lq

1

r
tr(φi ◦ e−tr

−2νPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolhhdr.

Now if we put t
r2ν = x we get −2νtdr

r2ν+1 = dx which implies that

dx

x
=
−2νtdr

r2ν+1

r2ν

t
= −2ν

dr

r

Moreover when r goes to 0 then x goes to∞ and when r goes to 2 then x goes to t
4 . So we get∫ 2

0

∫
Lq

1

r
tr(φi ◦ e−tr

−2νPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolhhdr =

=
1

2ν

∫ ∞
t/4

dx

x

∫
Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−xPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolh. (71)

Therefore to conclude we have to evaluate the limit

lim
t→0

1

2ν

∫ ∞
t/4

dx

x

∫
Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−xPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolh (72)

To do this consider the term
∫
Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−xPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolh. We know, by the

hypothesis, that f has only simple fixed points. In particular each q ∈ sing(X) is a simple fixed
point. The conditions described in Definition 15 together with (69) implies that either A(p) 6= 1
for all p ∈ Lq or B : Lq → Lq has not fixed points. Anyway each of these conditions implies that
when p runs over Lq then {(A(p), B(p), 1, p)} is a compact subset of reg(C2(Lq))×reg(C2(Lq))
that doesn’t intersect the diagonal. Therefore we can use the second property stated in Theorem
2 to conclude that, when x→ 0,∫

Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−xPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolh = O(xN ) for each N > 0. (73)

In this way we can conclude that the limit (72) exists and we have

lim
t→0

1

2ν

∫ ∞
t/4

dx

x

∫
Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−xPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolh =

=
1

2ν

∫ ∞
0

dx

x

∫
Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−xPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolh. (74)
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Now, for each i = 0, .., n, using again the hypothesis and the notations of Theorem 7, and
assuming still that q is a simple fixed point for f , define the following ”modified version” of
the classical ζ−function:

ζTi,q(Pabs/rel,i)(s) :=
1

2ν

∫ ∞
0

xs−1dx

∫
Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−xPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolh. (75)

The definition makes sense for each s ∈ C because, as observed in the proof of Theorem 7,
{(A(p), B(p), 1, p)} is a compact subset of reg(X)× reg(X) that is disjoint from the diagonal
∆reg(X). Therefore we can apply the second point of Theorem 2 to conclude that, when x→ 0,∫

Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−xPabs/rel,i(A(p), B(p), 1, p))dvolh = O(xN ) for each N > 0. (76)

and this implies that ζTi,q(Pabs/rel,i)(s) is a holomorphic function over the whole complex plane.
The reason behind (74) is that if we compare (74) with the definitions of the zeta functions
for a generalized Laplacian, see for example [5] pag. 295, then it natural to think at (74) as a
sort of zeta function for the operators Pabs/rel,i valued in 0, which takes account of the action
of Ti in its definition. In this way, using (75), we can reformulate Theorem 7 in a more concise
way:

Lmax/min(T,S) =
∑

q∈sing(X)

n∑
i=0

(−1)iζTi,q(Pabs/rel,i)(0). (77)

Before to conclude the section we make the following remarks.
In the same hypothesis of Theorem 5 consider a point q ∈ sing(X) such that q is an attractive
simple fixed point. We recall that over a neighborhood Uq ∼= [0, 2)× Lq of q we can look at f
as a map given by (rA(r, p), B(r, p)) : [0, 2)× Lq → [0, 2)× Lq with A and B smooth up to 0.
From Definition 16 we know that q is attractive if A(0, p) < 1 for each fixed p ∈ Lq. Clearly
this implies that f(Uq) ⊂ Uq. Therefore it follows that, if we consider the complex

0→ C∞c (Uq, E0|Uq )
P0→ C∞c (Uq, E1|Uq )

P1→ ...
Pn−1→ C∞c (Uq, En|Uq )

Pn→ 0 (78)

then T is also a geometric endomorphism of (78) and, using Proposition 10, we get that T
extends as a bounded endomorphism of the complexes (L2(Uq, Ei|Uq ), (P |Uq )max/min,i).
Moreover, by the results proved in the first and the second chapter of [26], it follows that
(L2(Uq, Ei|Uq ), (P |Uq )max/min,i) are both Fredholm complexes and that, the respective heat

operators , e−t(P|Uq )abs/rel,i : L2(Uq, Ei|Uq )→ L2(Uq, Ei|Uq ), are trace-class operators.
Using again the properties stated in [26] at pag. 42-43, it follows that for each open neighbor-
hood Vq of q, such that Vq is a subset of Uq, we have

lim
t→0

∫
Vq

tr(φi ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i(rA(r, p), B(r, p), r, p)dvolg =

= lim
t→0

∫
Vq

tr(φi ◦ e−t(P|Uq−{q})abs/rel,i(rA(r, p), B(r, p), r, p)dvolg.

Suppose now that we are in the hypothesis of Theorem 7. By the proof of the same theorem,
it follows that for each 0 < b ≤ 2

lim
t→0

∫ b

0

∫
Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−t(P|Uq−{q})abs/rel,i)(rA(p), B(p), r, p)rmdvolhdr =

∫ ∞
0

x−1dx

∫
Lq

tr(φi ◦ e−x(P|Uq−{q})abs/rel,i)(A(p), B(p), 1, p)dvolh

that is it does not depend on the particular b we fixed. Therefore we can conclude that

lim
t→0

∫
Uq−{q}

tr(φi ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i(rA(p), B(p), r, p)dvolg = (79)

= lim
t→0

∫
Uq−{q}

tr(φi ◦ e−t(P|Uq−{q})abs/rel,i(rA(p), B(p), r, p)dvolg.
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Summarizing we obtained that it makes sense to define, for an attractive simple fixed point,
L2,max/min(T |Uq ) as the L2−Lefschetz numbers of T acting on the maximal/minimal extension
of (78) and that, under the hypothesis of Theorem 7, it satisfies

L2,max/min(T |Uq ) = lim
t→0

n∑
i=0

(−1)i
∫
Uq−{q}

tr(φi ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i(rA(p), B(p), r, p)dvolg. (80)

Now we proceed making another remark before the conclusion.
As showed in the second section, T ∗i , the adjoint of Ti, has the following form:

T ∗i = θi ◦ (f−1)∗ (81)

where θi = τφ∗i with τ positive or negative function respectively if f preserves or reverses
the orientation. Moreover, a simple computation, shows that T ∗ is an endomorphism of the
following Fredholm complexes: (L2(M,Ei), P

t
max/min,i). By the fact that, if Q : H → H is

a trace-class operator acting on the Hilbert space H then also Q∗ is trace-class and Tr(Q) =
Tr(Q∗), it follows that

Tr(Ti ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i) = Tr(e−tPabs/rel,i ◦ T ∗i ) = Tr(T ∗i ◦ e−tPabs/rel,i). (82)

In particular, from (82), it follows that:

L2,max/min(T ) = L2,min/max(T ∗) (83)

where T acts on (L2(M,Ei), Pmax/min,i) and T ∗ acts on (L2(M,Ei), P
t
min/max,i).

A second consequence is the following: consider a point q ∈ sing(X) such that q is a repulsive
simple fixed point. Clearly, by the fact that f on Uq ∼= C2(Lq) takes the form f = (rA(p), B(p))
it follows that f−1 = (rG(p), B−1(p)) where G = 1

A◦B−1 . The fact that q is repulsive means
that A > 1. Therefore it follows that q is an attractive simple fixed point for T ∗.
Finally we are in position to conclude with the following results:

Corollary 6. In the same hypothesis of Theorem 7; Suppose moreover that q ∈ sing(X) is an
attractive fixed point. Then

n∑
i=0

(−1)iζTi,q(Pabs/rel,i)(0) = L2,max/min(T |Uq ).

In particular this tells us that
∑n
i=0(−1)iζTi,q(Pabs/rel,i)(0) has a geometric meaning itself.

Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 7 and (80).

Theorem 8. In the same hypothesis of Theorem 6. Suppose moreover that the first property
stated at the beginning of the section holds. Then we have:

L2,max/min(T ) =
∑

p∈Fix(f)∩M

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(φi)

|det(Id− dqf)|
+

∑
q∈sing(X)

n∑
i=0

(−1)iζTi,q(Pabs/rel,i)(0) (84)

where in (84) the contribution given by the singular points is calculated fixing any conic metric
g on reg(X) and any metrics ρ0, ..., ρn on E0, ..., En which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem
7.
Moreover if each point q ∈ sing(X) is an attractive fixed point we have:

L2,max/min(T ) =
∑

p∈Fix(f)∩M

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(φi)

|det(Id− dqf)|
+

∑
q∈sing(X)

L2,max/min(T |Uq ). (85)

while if each q ∈ sing(X) is a repulsive fixed point then we have :

L2,max/min(T ) =
∑

p∈Fix(f)∩M

n∑
i=0

(−1)i Tr(θi)

|det(Id− dq(f−1))|
+

∑
q∈sing(X)

L2,min/max(T ∗|Uq ). (86)
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Finally we remark again that, when Pi is a generalized Laplacian, the contribution given by
the singular simplex fixed points, that is

Lmax/min(T,S) =
∑

q∈sing(X)

n∑
i=0

(−1)iζTi,q(Pabs/rel,i)(0)

does not depend on the particular conic metric that we fix on reg(X) and on the metrics
ρ0, ..., ρn that we fix on E0, ..., En.

Proof. As showed in Corollary 5, when each Pi is a generalized Laplacian, then L2,max/min(T ),
L(T,R) and Lmax/min(T,S) do not depend on the conic metric we fix on reg(X) and do not
depend on the metrics we fix ρ0, ..., ρn on E0, ..., En. Therefore, without loss of generality, we
can assume that for each q ∈ sing(X), using the isomorphism χq : Uq → C2(Lq) of (69), the
conic metric g satisfies g = dr2 + r2h with h that does not depend on r and that each metric
ρi on Ei does not depend on r in a neighborhood of ∂M . In this way we are in position to
apply Theorem 7 and so (84) follows combining the theorems 6 and 7. Moreover this tell us
that, in (84), the contribution of the singular points is well defined and does not depend on the
metrics g, ρ0, ..., ρn (satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 7) used to calculate it. The second
assertion follows from Corollary 6 while the last assertion follows from (81) and (83).

Remark 5. We stress on the fact that, unlike Theorem 7, in Theorem 8 there are not as-
sumptions about the conic metric g on reg(X) and about the metrics ρ0, ..., ρn on E0, ..., En
respectively.

Finally we conclude the section with the following comment.
The condition that we required at the beginning of the subsection for each operator Pi, that
each Ak does not depend on x, might appear as to be too strong at first right. Obviously this
is indeed a strong assumption but it is at the same time quite natural because the most natural
complex arising in differential geometry, the de Rham complex, satisfies this assumption.
The requirement (69), about the behavior of f near the point p, is justified by the idea to
evaluate Lmax/min(T,S) using the scaling invariance of the heat kernel, see Lemma 1. In fact
if f = (rA(r, p), B(r, p)) then, after the scaling invariance is used, we get in our expression

the term tr(φi ◦ e−tr
−2νPabs/rel,i(A(r, p), B(r, p), 1, p)). To have that this last expression make

sense we need that (A(r, p), B(r, p), 1, p) ∈ G(f), where G(f) ⊂ X ×X is the graph of f , and
therefore this leads us to assume (69).

4.1 The case of a short complex

The aim of this subsection is to give a formula for the L2−Lefschetz numbers in the particular
case of a short complex, that is is an elliptic conic operator P : C∞c (M,E)→ C∞c (M,E), using
the result stated in Proposition 9. To do this we start describing our geometric situation which
is the same of the previous results with some additional requirements: let X be a compact
and oriented manifold with conical singularities of dimension m + 1. Let M be its regular
part and let M be the compact manifold with boundary which desingularize X. Endow M
with a conic metric g. Let (E, ρ) be a vector bundle endowed with a metric (riemannian or
hermitian) according if E is complex or real. Let (E, ρ) be the extension of (E, ρ) over M .
Let T = (T1, T2) be a geometric endomorphism where, as we already know, Ti = φi ◦ f∗ with
f : M → M is a diffeomorphism as described in Definition 13 and φ : f∗E → E a bundle
homorphism. Suppose that Fix(f) is made only by simple fixed points. Finally, suppose that
in each neighborhood Uq ∼= C2(Lq) of q ∈ sing(X) the operator P take the form

P =
n

2r
+

∂

∂r
+

1

r
S (87)

where S ∈ Diff1(N,EN ) is an elliptic operator and the map f take the form

f = (rc,B(p)), c 6= 1 (88)

where c > 0 and depends only on q.
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Theorem 9. In the same hypothesis of Theorem 7; suppose moreover that the properties
described above hold. Then for each q ∈ sing(X) we have:

ζT0,q(P
t
max ◦ Pmin)(0) =

c
1−n
2

4

∫ ∞
0

e−
u(c2+1)

4

∑
λ∈specS

Ip+(λ)(
uc

2
)duTr(Φ̃0,λ,q) (89)

and analogously

ζT1,q(Pmin ◦ P tmax)(0) =
c

1−n
2

4

∫ ∞
0

e−
u(c2+1)

4

∑
λ∈specS

Ip−(λ)(
uc

2
)duTr(Φ̃1,λ,q) (90)

where

Tr(Φ̃j,λ,q) =

∫
Lq

tr(φjΦλ,q(B(p), p))dvolh, j = 0, 1.

Proof. We give the proof only for (89) because for (90) is completely analogous. To prove the
assertion we have to calculate

lim
t→0

∫
reg(C2(Lq))

tr(T0 ◦ e−P
t
max◦Pmin)dvolg.

By the assumptions we are in position to use the second statement of Proposition 9 and
therefore it is clear that the smooth kernel of T0 ◦ e−P

t
max◦Pmin is∑

λ∈specS

1

2t
(crs)

1−n
2 Ip+(λ)(

crs

2t
)e−

c2r2+s2

4t φ0Φλ(B(p), q) (91)

In this way we have to calculate

lim
t→0

∫ 2

0

∑
λ∈specS

1

2t
(cr2)

1−n
2 Ip+(λ)(

cr2

2t
)e−

r2(c2+1)
4t rmdr

∫
Lq

tr(φ0Φλ(B(p), q))dvolh.

Clearly
∫
Lq

tr(φ0Φλ(B(p), q))dvolh does not depend on t and so, if we label it Tr(Φ̃0,λ,q), our

task now is to calculate

lim
t→0

∫ 2

0

∑
λ∈specS

1

2t
(cr2)

1−n
2 Ip+(λ)(

cr2

2t
)e−

r2(c2+1)
4t rmdr.

To do this put r2

t = u. Then rdr = tdu
2 . Moreover when r goes to 2 u goes to 4

t while when r
goes to 0 u goes to zero. So, applying this change of variable, we get

lim
t→0

c
1−n
2

4

∫ 4
t

0

e−
u(c2+1)

4

∑
λ∈specS

Ip+(λ)(
uc

2
)du.

Now, by the asymptotic behavior of the integrand, we know that this limit exists and is equal
to

c
1−n
2

4

∫ ∞
0

e−
u(c2+1)

4

∑
λ∈specS

Ip+(λ)(
uc

2
)du.

So we proved the statement.

From Theorem 9 we have the following immediate corollary:

Corollary 7. In the same hypothesis of Theorem 9 but without any assumptions about the conic
metric g on reg(X) and the metric ρ on E. Suppose moreover that P t ◦ P : C∞c (M,E) →
C∞c (M,E) is a generalized Laplacian. Then we have the following formula:

L2,min(T ) =
∑

q∈M∩Fix(f)

1∑
j=0

(−1)j Tr(φj)

|det(Id− dqf)|
+ (92)
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+
∑

q∈sing(X)

c
1−n
2

4

∫ ∞
0

e−
u(c2+1)

4

∑
λ∈specS

Ip+(λ)(
uc

2
)duTr(Φ̃0,λ,q)+

−
∑

q∈sing(X)

∫ ∞
0

e−
u(c2+1)

4

∑
λ∈specS

Ip−(λ)(
uc

2
)duTr(Φ̃1,λ,q)

where the contribution of the singular points is calculated fixing any conic metric g on reg(X)
and any metric ρ on E which satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 9.

Proof. As observed in the proof of Theorem 8, by the fact that P t◦P is a generalized Laplacian,
it follows that L(T,S) does not depend on the conic metric we fix on reg(X) and does not
depend on the metric ρ we fix on E. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that
for each q ∈ sing(X), using the isomorphism χq : Uq → C2(Lq) of (69), the conic metric g
satisfies g = dr2 + r2h with h that does not depend on r and that each metric ρi on Ei does
not depend on r in a neighborhood of ∂M . In this way we are in position to apply Theorem 9
and therefore (92) follows.

5 A thorough analysis of the de Rham case

5.1 Applications of the previous results

As remarked previously, Theorems 6 and 8, Corollary 6 and in particular (84) hold for the
Hilbert complexes (L2Ωi(M, g), dmax/min,i). More explicitly, we have the following result:

Theorem 10. Let X be a compact and oriented manifold with isolated conical singularities
and of dimension m+ 1. Let g be a conic metric over its regular part reg(X). Let f : X → X
be a map induced by a diffeomorphism f : M → M such that f : X → X fixes each singular
point of X. Consider T := (df)∗ ◦ f∗, the natural endomorphism of the de Rham complex
induced by f . Finally suppose that f has only simple fixed points. Then we have:

L2,max/min(T ) =
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩reg(X)

sgn det(Id− dqf) + Lmax/min(T,S). (93)

If in a neighborhood of each simple fixed point q f satisfies the condition described in (69), then
we have: L2,max/min(T ) =

=
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩reg(X)

sgn det(Id− dqf) +
∑

q∈sing(X)

m+1∑
i=0

(−1)iζTi,q(∆abs/rel,i)(0) (94)

where in (94) the contribution of the singular points is calculated using any conic metric g on
reg(X) such that, again through the isomorphism χq : Uq → C2(Lq) of (69), g takes the form
dr2 + r2h and h does not depend on r.
In particular if each q ∈ sing(X) is an attractive simple fixed point then we have:

L2,max/min(T ) =
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩reg(X)

sgn det(Id− dqf) +
∑

q∈sing(X)

L2,max/min(T |Uq ). (95)

while if each q ∈ sing(X) is a repulsive simple fixed point then we have:

L2,max/min(T ) =
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩reg(X)

sgn det(Id− dq(f−1)) +
∑

q∈sing(X)

L2,min/man(T ∗|Uq ). (96)

Moreover in (94) the member on the right, that is Lmax/min(T,S), does not depend on the
particular conic metric that we fix on reg(X).

Proof. (93) follows immediately from Theorem 6. In particular the expression for Lmax/min(T,R)
follows by a standard argument of linear algebra; see for example [3] or [32]. (94) follows as
in the proof of Theorem (8); in particular, as remarked in the proof of Lemma 1, the scaling
invariance property for the heat operator associated to positive self-adjoint extension of ∆i,
was proved by Cheeger in [15]. Finally (95) and (96) follows again from Theorem 8.
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By the assumptions on f it follows that f(sing(X)) = sing(X) and f(reg(X)) = reg(X).
This implies, see for example [20], that if we fix a perversity p then f induces a well defined
map, f∗, between the intersection cohomology groups respect to the perversity p. In particular
we have f∗ : ImHi(X) → ImHi(X) and f∗ : ImHi(X) → ImHi(X). Therefore it is natural
to define in this context, as it is showed in [22], the intersection Lefschetz number respects
to a given perversity p as

IpL(f) =

n∑
i=0

tr(f∗ : IpHi(X)→ IpHi(X)). (97)

IpL(f) is deeply studied, from a topological point of view, in [22] and [23] in the more general
context of a stratified pseudomanifold; our goal in the next corollaries is to give an analytic
description of ImL(f) and ImL(f) when X is a compact manifold with conical singularities.
In particular in (102) we will give an analytic proof of a formula already proved in [22]. So,
using Theorem 93 and Theorem 37, we get the following results:

Proposition 12. In the same hypothesis of Theorem 10; let q ∈ sing(X) be an attractive fixed
point . Let Uq be an open neighborhood of q isomorphic to C2(Lq) and suppose that f satisfies
(69) and g takes the form g = dr2 + r2h where h does not depend on r. Then, for i < m+1

2 ,
we have:

Tr((f |Uq )∗ : Hi
2,max(Uq, g|Uq )→ Hi

2,max(Uq, g|Uq )) = Tr(B∗ : Hi(Lq)→ Hi(Lq)) (98)

Proof. As it is showed in [14], in (37) the isomorphism between Hi
2,max(reg(C2(Lq)), g) and

Hi(Lq), for i < m
2 + 1

2 , is given by the pull-back π∗ where π : (0, b)× F → F is the projection
on the second factor and inverse is given by va, the evaluation map in a, where a is any point
(0, 2). Now by the hypothesis, over Uq f can be written as (rA(p), B(p)). An immediate check
shows that π∗ ◦B∗ = B∗ ◦ π∗ and therefore Tr((f |Uq )∗) = Tr(B∗).

Corollary 8. In the same hypothesis of Theorem 10, suppose moreover that near each point
q ∈ sing(X) f satisfies (69). Then we have:

ImL(f) =
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩reg(X)

sgn det(Id− dqf) +
∑

q∈sing(X)

m+1∑
i=0

(−1)iζTi,q(∆abs,i)(0) (99)

and analogously

ImL(f) =
∑

q∈Fix(f)∩reg(X)

sgn det(Id− dqf) +
∑

q∈sing(X)

m+1∑
i=0

(−1)iζTi,q(∆rel,i)(0) (100)

Finally, if q ∈ sing(X) is an attractive fixed point, then we have

m+1∑
i=0

(−1)iζTi,q(∆abs,i)(0) =
∑

i<m
2 + 1

2

(−1)i tr(B∗ : Hi(Lq)→ Hi(Lq)) (101)

and therefore from (99) we get:

ImL(f) = L2,max(T ) = (102)∑
q∈Fix(f)∩reg(X)

sgn det(Id− dqf) +
∑

q∈sing(X)

∑
i<m+1

2

(−1)i Tr(B∗ : Hi(Lq)→ Hi(Lq)).

Proof. As in Theorem 10, to get the Lefschetz numbers, we can use a conic metric g such that,
in each neighborhood Uq of q ∈ sing(X), using the isomorphism χq : Uq → C2(Lq), g takes the
form g = dr2 + r2h where h does not depend on r. Now (99) and (100) follow immediately by
the previously theorems. Finally (101) and (102) follow immediately from Proposition 12.

Finally we have this last corollary; before stating it we recall that a manifold with conical
singularities of dimensionm+1 is a Witt space ifm+1 is even or, when it is odd, if H

m
2 (Lq) = 0

for each link Lq. For more details see, for example, [20] .
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Corollary 9. In the same hypothesis of Corollary 8. Suppose moreover that X is a Witt space.
Then we get:

L2,max(T ) = L2,min(T ), Lmax(T,S) = Lmin(T,S) (103)

and, if each q ∈ sing(X) is an attractive fixed point then

Lmax(T,S) = Lmin(T,S) =
∑

q∈sing(X)

L2,max(T |Uq ) =
∑

q∈sing(X)

L2,min(T |Uq ) = (104)

=
∑

q∈sing(X)

∑
i<m+1

2

(−1)i Tr(B∗a : Hi(Lq)→ Hi(Lq)).

Finally if each q ∈ sing(X) is repulsive then we have:

Lmax(T,S) = Lmin(T,S) =
∑

q∈sing(X)

L2,max(T ∗|Uq ) =
∑

q∈sing(X)

L2,min(T ∗|Uq ). (105)

Proof. (103) follows by the fact that, as it is showed in [14], if X is a Witt space then for each
i, ∆i : Ωic(reg(X)) → Ωic(reg(X)) is essentially self-adjoint as unbounded operator acting on
L2Ω(reg(X), g) and this implies that dmax,i = dmin,i for i = 0, ...,m+1. (104) follows by (103)
combined with (95) and (102). Finally (105) follows from the fact that X is Witt and from
Theorem 8.

5.2 Some further results arising from Cheeger’s work on the heat
kernel

The aim of this section is to approach the L2−Lefschetz numbers of the L2−de Rham complex
using the results of Cheeger stated in [14] and in [15]. For simplicity assume that X is a Witt
space. As recalled previously, if X is a Witt space and if over reg(X) we put a conic metric,
then ∆i : L2Ω∗(reg(X), g)→ L2Ω∗(reg(X), g) is essentially self-adjoint for each i = 0, ...,m+1,
with core domain given by the smooth compactly supported forms. In particular this implies
that, if dimX = m + 1, then for each i = 0, ...,m + 1, dmax,i = dmin,i. Therefore, for each
map f : X → X that induces a geometric endomorphism T as in Theorem 10, we have just
one L2−Lefschetz number that we label L2(T ).
Now we recall briefly the results we need and we refer to [14] and in particular to [15], section 3,
for the complete details and for the proofs. Let N be an oriented closed manifold of dimension
m and let C(N) be the cone over N . Endow reg(C(N)) with a conic metric g = dr2+r2h where
h is a riemannian metric over N . In the mentioned papers Cheeger introduce four types of
differential forms over reg(C(N)), called forms of type 1, 2, 3 and 4, such that each eigenform
of ∆i, the Laplacian acting on the i−forms over reg(C(N)), can be expressed as convergent
sum of these forms. For the definition of these forms see [15] pag. 586-588.

The main reason to introduce these four types of forms is that now we can break the heat
operator in four pieces, see [15] pag. 90-92:

e−t∆i = 1e
−t∆i + 2e

−t∆i + 3e
−t∆i + 4e

−t∆i

where, for each l = 1, ..., 4, le
−t∆i is the heat operator built using the i−forms of type l. As

it is showed in [15], pag. 590-592, it is possible to give an explicit expression for le
−t∆i . In

particular for type 1 forms we have:

1e
−t∆i = (r1r2)a(i)

∑
j

∫ ∞
0

e−tλ
2

Jνj(i)(λr1)Jνj(i)(λr2)λdλφij(p1)⊗ φij(p2) = (106)

= (r1r2)a(i)
∑
j

1

2t
e−

r21+r22
4t Iνj(i)(

r1r2

2t
)φij(p1)⊗ φij(p2) (107)

where Iνj(i) is the modified Bessel function (see [26] pag. 67), a(i) = 1
2 (1 + 2i −m), νj(i) =

(µj + a2(i))
1
2 and a±j (i) = a(i)± νj(i). The corresponding expression for type 2 forms is

2e
−t∆i =

∑
j

d1d2((r1r2)a(i−1)

∫ ∞
0

e−tλ
2

Jνj(i−1)(λr1)Jνj(i−1)(λr2)λ−1dλφi−1
j (p1)⊗ φi−1

j (p2))

(108)
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The expression for forms of type 3 is:

3e
−t∆i =

∑
j

∫ ∞
0

e−tλ
2

((−a(i− 1)r
a(i−1)
1 Jνj(i−1)(λr1) + r

a(i−1)+1
1 J ′νj(i−1)(λr1)λ)

dφi−1
j (p1)
√
µj

(109)

+r
a(i−1)−1
1 Jνj(i−1)(λr1)dr1 ∧

√
µjφ

i−1
j (p1))⊗ ((−a(i− 1)r

a(i−1)
2 Jνj (λr2)+

+r
a(i−1)+1
2 J ′νj(i−1)(λr2)λ)

dφi−1
j (p2)
√
µj

+ r
a(i−1)−1
2 Jνj (λr2)dr2 ∧

√
µjφ

i−1
j (p2))λ−1dλ

Finally for forms of type 4 we have:

4e
−t∆i = (r1r2)a(i−1)

∑
j

∫ ∞
0

e−tλ
2

Jνj(i−2)(λr1)Jνj(i−2)(λr2)λdλdr1∧
dφi−2

j (p1)
√
µj

⊗dr2∧
dφi−2

j (p2)
√
µj

=

= (r1r2)a(i−2)
∑
j

1

2t
e−

r21+r22
4t Iνj(i−2)(

r1r2

2t
)dr1 ∧

dφi−2
j (p1)
√
µj

⊗ dr2 ∧
dφi−2

j (p2)
√
µj

(110)

Now suppose that for each point q ∈ sing(X), over a neighborhood Uq ∼= C2(Lq), f satisfies
(88). Using Cheeger’s results recalled above, it make sense to break T ◦ e−t∆i , over C2(Lq), as
a sum of four pieces such that:

lim
t→0

Tr(T ◦ e−t∆i) = lim
t→0

Tr(T ◦ 1e
−t∆i + T ◦ 2e

−t∆i + T ◦ 3e
−t∆i + T ◦ 4e

−t∆i). (111)

Moreover, using (54), (88), (107) and (110) it is clear that on reg(C2(Lq)) we have:

tr(T ◦ 1e
−t∆i)(r, p) = (cr2)a(i)

∑
j

1

2t
e−

r2(c2+1)
4t Iνj(i)(

cr2

2t
) tr(B∗φij ⊗B∗φij) (112)

and analogously

tr(T◦ 4e
−t∆i)(r, p) = (cr2)a(i−2)

∑
j

1

2t
e−

r2(c2+1)
4t Iνj(i−2)(

cr2

2t
) tr(dr∧

d(B∗φi−2
j )

√
µj

⊗dr∧
d(B∗φi−2

j )
√
µj

)

(113)
Now we are in position to state the following result:

Theorem 11. Let X, g and f be as in Theorem 10 such that dimX = m + 1. Suppose
moreover that X is a Witt space and that, on each neighborhood Uq ∼= C2(Lq) of each point
q ∈ sing(X), f satisfies (88) and g takes the form g = dr2 + r2h where h does not depend on
r. Then, for each q ∈ sing(X), we have:

1. The forms of type 1 give a contribution only in degree 0.

2. The contribution given by q in degree zero depends only on the forms of type 1 and we
have

ζT0,q(∆0)(0) =
c

1−m
2

4
(

∫ ∞
0

e−u(c2+1)
∑
j

Iνj(0)(
cu

2
)du)(Tr(B∗φij ⊗B∗φij)) (114)

3. The forms of type 4 give a contribution only in degree 2 and this contribution is

Tr(T2◦ 4e
−t∆2) =

c
1−m

2

4
(

∫ ∞
0

e−
u(c2+1)

4

∑
j

Iνj(0)(
cu

2
)du)(Tr(dr∧

d(B∗φi−2
j )

√
µj

⊗dr∧
d(B∗φi−2

j )
√
µj

))

(115)
where Tr(T2 ◦ 4e

−t∆2) is taken over reg(C2(Lq)).

4. The contribution given by q in the others degrees, that is i 6= 0, 2, depends only on the
forms of type 2 and 3.
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Proof. First of all we note that from (107), (108), (109) and (110) it follows that 1e
−t∆i = e−t∆i

for i = 0 and that 4e
−t∆i occurs only for i ≥ 2. Now, using (107) and (112) we know that,

over reg(C2(Lq)),

lim
t→0

Tr(Ti◦ 1e
−t∆i) = lim

t→0

∫ 2

0

∫
Lq

(cr2)a(i)
∑
j

1

2t
e−

r2(c2+1)
4t Iνj(i)(

cr2

2t
) tr(B∗φij⊗B∗φij)rmdrdvolh.

Clearly this last term it is in turn equal to

lim
t→0

((

∫ 2

0

(cr2)a(i) 1

2t
e−

r2(c2+1)
4t

∑
j

Iνj(i)(
cr2

2t
)rmdr)(Tr(B∗φij ⊗B∗φij))) (116)

and therefore, to get the first two points we have to calculate

lim
t→0

∫ 2

0

(cr2)a(i) 1

2t
e−

r2(c2+1)
4t

∑
j

Iνj(i)(
cr2

2t
)rmdr (117)

First of all remember that a(i) = 1
2 (1 − m + 2i); therefore r2a(i)rm = r2i+1. Now put

r2

t = u. It follows immediately that dr = tdu
2r . Now, by the fact that r2 = tu it follows that

r2i+1 = tiuir and therefore we also get r2i+1dr = ti+1uidu
2 . Moreover when r goes to 2 then u

goes to 2
t and when r goes to 0 then u goes to 0. In this way we have

lim
t→0

ca(i)

4
ti
∫ 2

t

0

e−u(c2+1)
∑
j

Iνj(i)(
c2u

2
)uidu (118)

Now, by the asymptotic behavior of the integrand it follows that

lim
t→0

ca(i)

4

∫ 2
t

0

e−u(c2+1)
∑
j

Iνj(i)(
c2u

2
)uidu =

ca(i)

4

∫ ∞
0

e−u(c2+1)
∑
j

Iνj(i)(
c2u

2
)uidu.

Therefore we can conclude that

(118) =

{
c
1−m

2

4

∫∞
0
e−u(c2+1)

∑
j Iνj(0)(

c2u
2 )du i = 0

0 i > 0
(119)

In this way we proved the first and the second assertion. For the third statement the proof is
completely analogous to the previous one. Also in this case it is clear that in order to establish
the assertion we have to calculate:

lim
t→0

ca(i−2)+1

∫ 2

0

1

2t
e−

r2(c2+1)
4t

∑
j

Iνj(i−2)(
cr2

2t
)r2i−3dr.

Now if we put again r2

t = u the remaining part of the proof is completely analogous to that
one of the first two points.
Finally the last point follows from the first three points.
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